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Foreword

Liberalization of the telecommunications sector is progressing across Africa. One of the
most important benefits of this trend is that it will make value-added services, particu
larly Internet access, more affordable and reliable for telecommunications users in the
continent.

The Internet need not be a useful tool only for industrial societies. The poor in
many African countries, struggling to meet basic needs, often remain poor not only be
cause they are denied access to physical and human capital. but also because they lack
the information necessary to best convert that capital into wealth. By opening wide the
door to a huge store of global knowledge, the Internet offers untapped possibilities to
address the blight of information poverty. This Toolkit is inspired by the African experi
ence where access to the World Wide Web is helping doctors to save patients, schools to
educate children, and communities to create businesses that will lift them out of destitu
tion.

Today there is growing exposure to the Internet in Africa. Over the last three years,
the number of Internet host sites, excluding the developed market of South Africa, has
risen twenty-fold. However, there are still many hurdles to a comprehensive coverage of
African nations. Issues that require urgent deliberation include pricing structures, mo
nopoly controls and licensing charges. Often these are a result of state policies restricted
by a short-term view of the economy and its future, or by concerns over the immediate
effect of the Internet on telephone company revenues.

This Toolkit closely examines these issues. It finds that, in the long term, the
Internet cannot be looked upon as a threat to telecommunications companies. It is true
that it is one of a range of technological advances that are forcing changes in the opera
tion of telecommunications systems, but it also presents cpportunities for new sources
of revenues and new ways to meet the demands of society. The Internet has become a
tool for development, with its ability to facilitate the delivery of social services, disaster
mitigation, and poverty relief. The Toolkit also finds that the move toward liberalization
is likely to have a beneficial effect on Internet roll out, just as it has on basic service pro
vision.

The Toolkit is part of a collaborative effort on expanding Internet access in Africa
that began in 1995 with the creation of the Africa Internet Forum (AIF). This is a group
of donors, users and other interested organizations including the UNDP, UNITAR,
USAID, CIDA, NASA, the Carnegie Corporation and the African Networking Initiative
- which itself includes groups such as the IDRC, lTU, ECA and UNESCO. The Toolkit is
intended to be used in policy dialogues and country assessments, broadly to facilitate
the involvement of the private sector in Internet provision, and specifically to help
policy makers shape their attitudes toward this exciting and expanding sector of the
telecommunications business.

James Bond
Director, Energy, Mining and Telecommunications Department

The World Bank

-------------------------
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Definition: HOBt Bite
Any computer that can funclion as the
beginning and end point ofdata trans

fers. An Internet host has a unique
Internet address and a unique domain

name,suet! as worldbank.org.

Definition: email
Electronically transmitted messagas
sent via the Intemet. Email allows a

user to compose messages and trans
mit them in a matter 01 seconds to one

or more recipients anywhere in the
world over the Internet.

aeflnillon: World Wide web (WWW)
Aglobal hypertext system that uses the

Internet as its transport mechanism.
Created in 1989 at the CERN research
institute in Switzlerland, the Web relies

on hypertext transfer protOCOl, an
Internet standard that specifies how an

application can locate and acquire
resources and information stored on

another computer on the Internet.
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Figure 1.1 Alrlcan Internet Host Sites

As the old telecommunications regime crumbles around the
world and a new one emerges, Africa has an unprecedented op
portunity to vastly improve its information technology and com
munication infrastructure. African nations, however, must act
qUickly to gain access and contribute to the world's knowledge
base, communicate with global neighbors, and fully participate
in the development of a global information society. The Internet
represents a technology that encapsulates much of the promise
of this information revolution. This toolkit aims to assist Afri
can policy and decision makers to better understand how the
Internet is different, its costs and benefits, and policy issues that
surround this new technology.

Despite the low level of telecommunications development
in the Mrican continent, the Internet has expanded relatively
rapidly over the past few years. Private, nonprofit, and public
sector Internet service providers have sprung up to help exploit
the opportunities presented by this new technology. At the time
this report was written, 42 of the 54 nations in Africa had live
public access to the Internet in the capital city, while eight had
countrywide local dial-up access. These were Burkina Faso,
Malawi, Mali, Mauritius, Morocco, Senegal, Chad, and Zimba
bwe (Jensen, 1998). Competition (where allowed) can be fierce,
and the price for"all you can eat" web access dropped below
US$30/ month for some countries in the region. In Mozambique,
one of the least developed
nations of the continent, it is
possible to make a telephone
call over the Internet today.
Largely because of the efforts
of private operators, the
number of host sites in Afri
can countries has increased
from 290 in five countries in
1995 to 6,510 in 32 countries
in 1998 (see Annex 3). These
figures exclude South Africa,
which alone has 129,000 sites.

However, the Internet
has been growing so rapidly
worldwide (at a rate of 12
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oennnJon: Bandwidth percent a month), that Africa's share of host sites has been fall-
Anetworlcs carrying capacity. The rate ing over the last year. Africa's share of Internet host sites world-
at which information can move between wide was a mere 0.025 percent in 1997, and fell to 0.022 percent
computers. Bandwidth is measured in by the beginning of 1998. Excluding South Africa, the entire con-
bits of data per second. tinent with its population of well over 650 million has about as

many Internet sites as Croatia with its population of five mil
lion. Twenty-two countries across the world, with populations
of over one million, have no Internet host sites at all. Of these,
16 are African; Zaire, Chad, Somalia, Sierra Leone, Sudan,
Rwanda, Malawi, Mauritania, Mali, Lesotho, Guinea, Gambia,
Eritrea, Congo, the Central African Republic, and Burundi. In
fact, outside South Africa, only one out of every 5000 Africans
have access to the Internet.

Infrastructure and development

Further growth of the Internet in Africa is closely tied to the
quality and availability of telecommunications infrastructure in
this vast continent. A major component in this process is the lib
eralization of the sector and private sector investment. In sub
Saharan Africa, change is already underway; 25 countries have
begun reform programs in telecommunications. However, how
much these reforms will immediately impact the growth of the
Internet is yet to be gauged.

The Internet places large demands on infrastructure with
its requirements ofhigh quality and high speed connections. Ser
vice providers need cheap and reliable access to international
communications lines to link with the web, as well as equally
reliable local access for their customers. This need for high band
width infrastructure creates serious pressures on the less devel
oped telecommunications networks of the world. This is certainly
true of most African nations, which have only two percent of
the world's telephones to offer to 12 percent of the world's popu
lation.

While there are very advanced networks in some African
countries like Rwanda and Botswana, others, like Madagascar
and Uganda have unreliable analog systems. The proportion of
digital lines on the continent is 56 percent as compared to a glo
bal low income average of 90 percent. Advanced technologies
such as ISDN, mobile telephony and leased lines are still not
fully developed in most African countries. Despite this, Africa
has a great opportunity to leapfrog such constraints by using
cheaper technology such as wireless local loop, low earth orbit
ing satellites, and the ability to send data over the electricity
grid.

2
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Figure 1.2 Internet Access and ISP Costs

Costs for Loea. Internet Access

Telephone Access 15% Internet Service 43%

Computer 37% Modem 5%

Costs of Regional Internet Access

Telephone Access 72%

Modem 2% Computer 12%

ISP Costs

Yearly Internet and Telecoms 48%

Equipment 32%
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Cost structure and development

Ethiopia

Lost profit as
% of revenue

~::~ I
0.65
0.89

-----

Ghana

Another, no less serious, challenge to the de
velopment of the Internet in Africa is the ex
isting cost structure for access to the network.
At the moment telephone charges represent
an insignificant cost for those who have lo
cal access to an ISP used only for electronic
mail. For any user accessing the World Wide
Web, and for email users accessing the
Internet from outside a local dial1ing area,
telephone charges become very significant.

For instance, the percentage of costs for local Internet access
that go toward telephone charges and ISP charges is 58 percent
of the total user cost. For a user who accesses an ISP from out
Side a local calling area, telephone and ISP charges skyrocket to
86 percent of total user cost (see Figure 1.2). Furthermore, In
ternet Service Providers (ISPs) pay a large percentage of their
costs for connectivity: 48 percent of ISP costs are accounted for
by Internet backbone connection and international leased line
costs.

While the Internet is threatened by inefficient telecommu
nications infrastructure, unreformed African telecommunication
companies in turn feel threatened by the impact that the Internet
might have on their revenue stream.

In fact, while the Internet is likely to divert traffic from high
revenue-generating international voice
communications and adversely affect the
profits of African telephone companies
over the short term, the relative impact
of the Internet on revenue is not signifi
cant. In markets that have not yet seen
any reform, and where there is greater
dependence on overpriced international
call charges, the Internet is likely to be
utilized to bypass these costs. Estimates
of the resulting losses are presented in
Table 1.1, based on a low-level use of
about one email in and out a day. How
ever, the Internet is only one of a num
ber of forces that will have an impact on
telecommunications companies in the re
gion. There are many others, such as in
ternational pressures on regulating
accounting rates charges, and the grow
ing presence of callback technology. Even
countries with advanced Internet prOVi
sion are probably experiencing only

36747.0
146.2

62.6
65.0

Telecom
Revenue/yr

US$m

31.9
1.2
0.4
0.6

Lost profiVyr
US$m (high)

Dlost profit as % of revenue. US settlemant as % of revenue
~--------"

----~~~~
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Table 1.1 Lost Profits to Intemational Email
Substitution
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about one percent of revenue reduction directly resulting from
email substitution. U.S. accounting rates settlement payments
to African countries are significantly larger - 2.4 percent of
Mozambique's revenues, for instance, or 14.3 percent of Ghana's
(see Annex 4 and Figure 1.3). Furthermore, while in the longer
term, Internet telephony probably represents the larger Inter
net-based threat to telecommunications company revenue, at the
moment the level of capacity in most African countries is insuf
ficient to support this technology.

To be genuinely competitive in the global marketplace, Af
rican telecommunications companies need to rapidly integrate
the changes that are reshaping telecommunications across the
world, and transforming it into a commodity business. By em
bracing Internet technology and expanding the number of users
who can access the network, these companies have a consider
able amount more to gain in the long run. At the same time, the
growth of the Internet offers new opportunities for businesses
and communities on the continent.

The Internet is good business

Models presented in this toolkit suggest that expansion of the
Internet in Africa can 'provide opportunities for significant re
duction in the communications cost of a wide range of African
telecommunications users. These savings would come almost
exclusively from international calls. There are two reasons for
this conclusion. First, at the moment, 80 to 90 percent of email
are sent to and received from outside of the continent. Second,
international calls from and to the continent attract revenues far
in excess of the costs of completing the call.

Ironically, given the pressures on rate rebalancing which
are unconnected with the Internet, it is likely that emailing will
become relatively less attractive as a substitute for voice or fax
as international call costs drop and local call costs increase. At
the moment, however, Internet access is a profitable investment,
purely from the point of view of direct savings on
communications for companies that do a lot of international
business. Talking to the United Kingdom for about an hour each
business day over the period of a year would cost a Mozambican
businessman approximately US$38,250. Faxing that same
information would cost US$7,650. All of the yearly costs of a
regional Internet connection - a computer, a modem, and
Internet access - used for international email alone as a
substitute for fax traffic, would together amount to US$1,328.
The yearly savings over fax use would thus be US$6,322.

"Internet access Is more essential for
Africa than for any other region, •

argues Ernest Wilson, Director of the
Center for International

Development and Conflict
Management at the University of

Maryland. "because of the
deterioration ofAfrican libraries and

universities which lack current
journals, periodicals and books.
Internet access could help keep

scholars and students connected
with current developments In their

field.•
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Figure 1.4 Telecom. LIberalization
and the Costa of Internet Access

Liberalization Index
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Benefits for the community

The Internet is far more than just a cost saving
substitute for voice and fax communication. Al
ready in Africa, the technology is being used
for a wide range of other applications with a
direct influence on the quality of life. Crafts
men in Uganda, Botswana, and Senegal are
marketing their products worldwide through
the UN International Trade Center's Virtual
Handcraft Exhibition Center; national newspa
pers in Cllte d'Ivoire, Kenya, and Zambia pub
lish daily on the web; doctors share diagnostic
data; and more than 400 students in six African
countries are participating in the World Bank
World Links for Development program aimed
at connecting schools around the world to the
Internet for collaborative distance learning.

Spreading the benefits of Internet access

Source: Michael Jensen, hllp:/ldemiurge.wn.ape.org:80/africalusers.hlm

Table 1.2 African Internet User. and liberalization

All statistics exclude South Africa

188

246
190

Users/
population(fm)

If these benefits are to be enjoyed by the many rather than the
few, it is vital that costs of Internet access are reduced.

As we have indicated earlier, the major costs of Internet
access for end users is ISP and Telecommunication charges. The
model of Internet costs and benefits suggests that there are
economies of scale in Internet service provision. However, Sta
tistical analysis points to a stronger influence of liberalization
in general, and ISP competition in particular. Figure 1.4 lists av
erage monthly costs of two levels of Internet access in African
countries sorted by a measurement of liberalization of the tele
communications sector in the region (see Annex 3 for details).
In the figure, 1 represents a low level of private activity in the
sector, while 5 indicates a very high level. Clearly, more liberal
markets enjoy cheaper access to the Internet. Table 1.2 shows

that countries with ISP competition
also have more users, more interna
tional bandwidth, and more users in
proportion to their population than
countries without competition.

The importance of cost is further
illustrated by a model of the potential
number of Internet users in the region.
This model suggests that a country like
Tanzania could increase its potential
user base seven times over by reduc
ing the cost of accessing the Internet
(equipment, phone charges and ISP

553
112

336

International
bandwidth

2643
642

1681

Users

Average

ISP competition
Monopoly ISP
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costs) to South African levels. This increase, however, depends
on these sites being accessible to a paying public. While the pri
vate sector will likely compete for users in the urban areas, there
will be an increased role for government to insure access to those
users in rural areas. Unless Internet sites proliferate in commu
nity centers, libraries, schools, and telecenters, access will be re
stricted to a small urban elite.

While financial considerations are clearly central, results
from a survey of Internet usage in Africa point to other impor
tant factors in spreading the technology to a larger number of
people. First, usage was severely restricted by a lack of knowl
edge and adequate training. Further, even those with the skill to
access the technology were discouraged by the paucity of rel
evant content and the unreliability of the network connections.

Policy conclusions

The Internet is likely to continue to revolutionize the means in
which people communicate and access information. Because the
Internet represents such a powerful new communication tool,
the environment in which it operates must be regulated differ
ently from traditional information and communication media.
Thc toolkit stresses three general principles: the importance of
not trying to fit the Internet into existing regulatory structures,
the power of competition on Internet growth, and the necessity
of allowing the Internet to flourish without the J:,urden of un
necessary regulation.

The models and data presented in the toolkit suggest a num
ber of policy conclusions. To expand access and use of the Inter
net in Africa, it is necessary to provide the following:

• Low cost and reliable access to international band-
width.

• Low cost and reliable local bandwidth connectivity.
• Countrywide reliable local cost access to ISPs.
• Low cost access to network equipment.
• Widespread public access to networked computers.
• An educated and trained user and provider base.
• Support for the development of national and Afri

can Internet content.
The policies that may help to meet these needs are:

• Liberalization of the telecommunications network.
• Liberalization of Internet service provision.
• Lowering of tariffs on computer and telecommuni

cations equipment.
• General tariff rebalancing with possible support for

local cost ISP access.
• Support for community access to the Internet.
• Support for training in the use of the Internet.

7
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• Support for local content development.
• An Africa-wide backbone.

The Internet represents a new opportunity for increased
knowledge and information for development. In the long term,
it will significantly alter the structure of telecommunications.
In the short term, the main policy conclusions from this toolkit
are not very different from those of studies that concentrate on
telecommunications in general. The Internet is heavily depen
dent on an efficient telecommunications sector, which is usually
market-based. The Internet is itself another pressure acting to
ward the market option of further competition and liberaliza
tion. However, while the market forces will expand access to a
section of the population, there will still remain a role for gov
ernment to reach the poorest.

8



2 Global Telecommunications,
Emergence of the Internet,
and Africa

Not long ago, there were less than 200 telephone companies in
the world. Now there are perhaps 5,000 companies, and soon
there might be 100,000. Technological advances across the world
are making it difficult for monopolies to survive. This changing
environment is having diverse effects on the international tele
communications system - not least on the costs and prices of
international phone calls (see box).

International calls account for a large percentage of Afri
can post and telecommunications (PTI) profits, and these prof
its have been artificially maintained by agreements between
governments and the big national telephone companies. Chang
ing technology and global policy reforms are now threatening
this arrangement, most visibly though the combined pressures
of accounting rates reform and call back services. This is only
the beginning, for there are other factors waiting to transform
the old telecommunications paradigm.

Technological advances have also ushered in changes in
the economics of local supply (see box). Wireless local loop tech
nology, for example, eliminates the need to run cables to every
home, by operating a short-distance wireless link that greatly

Pressures on Interntdional Call Pricing

Accounting rates payments form a significant proportion
of some African countries' telecommunications revenues
(see Annex 4). These rates set the level of compensation
a country receives for completing an overseas caU, and
they are meant to represent the cost of the full circuit con
nection between caller and recipient. Half of this pay
ment - the settlement rate - is then paid by the
telephone operator in the originating country to the re
cipient operator for completing the call. Because many
mor~ calls come in to Africa than are made out of it, most
African countries are net recipients of telephone calls. And
because the agreed accounting rates are far above the real
costs of completing a caU, the resulting payments repre
sent a significant source of profits. Demands for account
ing rate reductions from the United States Federal
Communications Commission, and the proliferation of
techniques that bypass the accounting rate regime, includ
ing leased lines and Internet telephony, have put the sys-

tern under considerable pressure, however, and account·
ing rates are falling rapidly worldwide.

Another technological pressure that is forcing prices
for international telecommunications to more closely reo
flect cost is the proliferation of "call back" companies.
The first stage of call back involves simply setting up
phone switches in cheap international call markets (usu
ally the U.S.). Customers call up from abroad and after
the first ring. they hang up (incurring no charges). The
switch then calls the customer back automatically and
connects him or her to a US domestic line at US rates. If
the price to call the US in a country is far out of line with
US charges for the reverse route, the route can be very
profitable for callback companies, and. a potentially im
mense revenue drain for African PTfs. Valued at $1.5
billion in 1996, this is an industry that has been doubling
its size each year.

9



Internet Economic Toolkit for African Policy MakersITable 2.1 Telecommunications Liberalization in SUb-Saharan Africa, Late 1997

Liberal Separate Independent New Sector Private Telco Competition
Equipment Posts and Regulator Law Cellular Privatized in Basic

Trade Telecoms Service

Angola X X
Benin X
Botswana X X X 97 98
Burkina Faso X 98
Burundi X X 97 X
Cameroon X X 97
Cape Verde X X X X
Central African Republic X X
Chad X 97
Comoros X X
Congo, Republic of X X 97 X X 97
Congo, Democratic Rep of X X
COte d'lvoire X X X X X X 2004
Djibouti X
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea X
Ethiopia X X X
Gabon X 98 97 98 98
Gambia X X X
Ghana X X X X X X X
Guinea X X X X X
Guinea Bissau X X X X
Kenya X 97 97 97 97 98
Lesotho X X X
Liberia X
Madagascar X X X X
Malawi X X
Mali X X X
Mauritania X
Mauritius X X X X X
Mayolle
Mozambique X X X
Namibia X X X X
Niger
NIgeria X X X
Rwanda X X
Slio Tome & Principe X X X
Senegal X X X X 98 97
Seychelles X X X X X X
Sierra Leone X X
Somalia
South Africa X X X X X 2002
Sudan X X X X X
Swaziland X
Tanzania X X X X X 98 Partial
Togo X X 97 97 98 99 98
Uganda X 97 97 97 X 97 97
Zambia X X X

(,
X

Zimbabwe X
X = reforms a/ready carrIed oul. Numbers = years reforms start.

10
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The New Technology of Communication

Fiber optics, first introduced in the 19705, have led to an
explosion in the capacity, or bandwidth, of transmission
systems. A fiber thinner than human hair can carry many
thousands of telephone conversations, so that the cost per
voice circuit becomes infinitesimal. A minute on a trans
atlantic cable laid 40 years ago cost a hefty US$2.44; hut
in 1996 the same amount of time cost just over a cent.
That figure does not allow for expenses such as billing,
marketing, and access to local networks, but it suggests
that the basic cost of a international link is now trivial.
These cables can now be connected by electronic switch
ing components that cost a fraction of analog switches/

and allow for such services such as caller ID, and effi·
ciency gains through "intelligent networking".

Wireless has become even more affordable through
the introduction of new technologies for using the radi~

spectrum, including Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (COMA).
Vital to many of these advances, and central to the ph"!
nomena) growth of the Internet, has been the free fall in
the price of computing power made possible through in
ventions such as integrated circuits and miniaturization.
As computers become faster, the price of a given level of
computing power decreases at the same dramatic rate.

reduces the cost of connection. Such changes suggest that parts
of Africa might soon see local competition. In fact, in countries
that have opened up the telecommunications sector to a second
network operator (SNO), the new entrant has frequently insti
tuted wireless technology as the solution. Unfortunately, there
are many countries in Africa where liberalization attempts are
not keeping pace with technological change, as Table 2.1 amply
illustrates.

While the global telecommunications sector has already
undergone significant changes, the technology of the Internet is
likely to add to both the rate and the scale of change. The Internet
is doubling in size each year. While Africa remains the least
connected continent on the globe (see Tables 2.2 and 2.3), it is
still likely to be affected by changes in global communications
systems brought about by the new technology - especially if
African nations embrace and encourage Internet development.

The Internet and the global
telecommmunications revolution

Encouraged by its nonproprietary nature, established firms such
as ATT and British Telecom have all embraced the Tep lIP
protocol of the Internet and are constructing their own networks
around it. As more individuals connect to the Internet and more
services are created for it, the demand for capacity increases. As
more capacity becomes available, more innovative services are
created and more individuals connect to the Internet. This feature
of increasing returns to scale is one characteristic of the Internet
that has fostered its incredible growth and led to analysts
predicting a massive increase in demand for telecommunications
network capacity to support it.

Indeed, companies across the world are scrambling to meet
this demand for capacity. A U.S. company, Qwest, is building a
new U.S. network with a top capacity of 2 terabits (2 trillion
bits) per second - sufficient to transmit the entire contents of

The StJltus of the IntJImet In Africa
Table 2.2 (from Jensen, 1998) lays out

the number ot full tntemet service
providers, the number of store and

forward email providers. the number of
users, the size of the IntemaYonal
connectlon(s) devoted to Internet

service provision in kilobits per second,
the status of monopoly ISPs (1 =
monopoly Intemet provision, 0 =

competiYon), country population, and
number of users per million people in

the country.

De"nltlon: TCPRP
Transmission Control ProtQC()1 and the

Internet ProtQC()1 together form the
tanguage that transports messages (in

the form ofpackets) across multiple
networks on their way to a final

destlnaYon.
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Table 2.2 Internet User. In Sub-Saharan Africa lCountry FulilSPs Storel Users I"ternet Monopoly Population Usersl
Forward Bandwidth ISP Population (1m)

Algeria 1 2 500 64 1 29 17
An90la 2 3 1500 128 0 10 150
Benin 5 1 1750 64 1 6 292
Botswana 3 3 500 512 0 1 500
Burkina Faso 1 2 700 64 1 10 70
Burundi 1 0 75 19 6 13
Cameroon 1 3 2000 128 14 143
Central African Republic 1 0 200 64 3 67
Comoros 0 0 0 0 1 0
Con90, Republic of 0 0 0 0 3 0
Congo, Democratic

Republic of 1 0 100 10 0 44 2
COte d'ivoire 1 2 1000 128 0 15 67
Djibouti 1 0 400 128 1 1 400
Egypt 25 3 20000 2000 0 61 328
Equatorial Guinea 1 0 200 64 1 1 200
Eritrea 0 4 300 29 4 75
Ethiopia 1 3 3000 256 1 61 49
Gabon 2 0 400 128 0 1 400
Gambia 1 3 150 64 0 1 150
Ghana 3 6 4500 512 0 18 250
GUinea 4 1 300 128 0 7 43
Guinea Bissau 1 0 200 64 1 200
Kenya 8 8 5000 2000 0 29 172
Lesotho 0 1 100 10 0 2 50
Liberia 0 0 0 0 3 0
Libya 0 0 0 0 5 0
Madagascar 3 2 700 128 0 14 50
Malawi 1 2 400 128 0 10 40
Mall 2 3 400 128 0 9 44
Mauritania 1 1 100 128 0 2 50
Mauritius 1 5 1000 256 1 1 1000
Morocco 15 2 6000 2000 0 29 207
Mozambique 5 1 3500 256 0 18 194
Namibia 5 1 2000 256 0 2 1000
Niger 1 1 200 64 1 g 22
Nigeria 2 4 1000 128 0 101 10
Rwanda 1 0 100 128 1 9 11
Senegal 6 3 2500 1000 0 9 278
Sierra leone 0 1 50 10 5 10
Somalia 0 0 0 0 7 0
South Africa 70 5 600000 30000 0 39 15385
Sudan 1 0 300 64 30 10
Swaziland 2 1 900 128 0 1
Tanzania 10 4 2500 2000 0 29 86
Tchad 1 2 50 64 1 6 8
Togo 1 1 300 128 0 4 75
Tunisia 2 2 3500 512 a 9 389
Uganda 2 2 2000 256 0 20 100
zambia 2 1 2000 128 0 10 200
Zimbabwe 7 5 10000 2000 0 11 909

Average 2.76 1.82 1681 336 0.31 14 188
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Table 2.3 African Internet Host Sites

1998 1997 1996 1995

Africa total 128,535 103,307 49,406 27,330
Africa total minus S, Africa 6,510 4,023 1,129 290

World total 29,669,611 16,146,360 9,472,224 4,851,843

Africa - SA % of World 0.022 0.025 0.012 0.006

Source: Calculated from Network Wizards, hltp/Iwww.nw.com
Includes North Africa

the Library of Congress across the U.S. in 20 seconds. The pipe
line of future projects is equally impressive. Table 2.4 below
provides an overview of projects planned or underway, that will
directly affect the African region.

The explosion of international bandwidth shows no signs
of slowing down. In 1994, George Gilder predicted in his "Gild
ers Law" (Gilder, 1993) that the capacity of communications sys
tems, the global bandwidth, will triple every 18 months. This
increase represents just one force that will continue to drive
down the price of communications.

Technological changes that shape telecommunications

This expansion of Internet traffic is partially driven by underly
ing technological changes that threaten to further alter the shape
of the telecommunications industry. These forces include con
vergence through digitalization. packet-switched networks, and
the standardization of the Tep lIP protocol.
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"During the latter half of the next
decade, "says MCl's Vincent Cert,
"there will be a new driver {in
telecommunications]: billions of devices
attached to the Intemet. As a reSUlt, the
voice call that is now the mainstay of
the telephone business may one day
become a small, specialist activity,
perhaps thrown in for nothing along with
other services. "

DefinitIon: Node
A connecting point in a network.

Definition: Bits to gigabytes

Bit
The building block 01 computer
language, either a 1 or a 0 sIgnifying
either an "on" or "olr command for the
computer.

Byte
Equal to 8 bils. A byte for.ms one
character - a letter or a number.

Kilobyte
1,000 bytes. A kilobyte of information
would be equal to half a page of
information.

Megabyte
1,000 kilObytes or I million bytes.

Gigabyte
1,000 megabytes or 1 billion bytes of
information. A Gigabyte of information is
eqUivalent to about 2,500 books.

Definition: HTML
Hypertext markup language. The
language used to compose pages which
can be displayed via the World Wide
Web.
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Convergence is the standardization of formerly distinct
content types and delivery mechanisms. Boundaries that have
traditionally existed between the telephone network, the satellite
broadcasting network and the radio network are dissolVing.
While traditionally the telephone delivered voice communication
over copper wires, data networks delivered data over copper
and fiber, and broadcast networks delivered video information
over the airwaves, the three primary types of information 
voice, data, and video - can now all be organized into a stream
of ones and zeros and distributed over copper, fiber or through
the air.

The digital revolution, by allowing communication to be
parceled into the ones and zeros of binary code, has also made
packet.switching technology possible.

Packet switching, as opposed to circuit switching, repre·
sents the second great technological shift that challenges the tra·
ditionaltelecommunications model, and has deep implications
for the way in which communications services will be priced
and regulated. A packet·switched network transports informa·
tion from point A to point B by diViding it up into pieces or
packets and sending these packets through the most efficient
path on the network. At each node on the network, a machine
called a router calculates the best path onwards for the packet,
given current traffic patterns, and sends the packet to the next
node in the cham. Whereas a circuit switched network occupies
a dedicated circuit from point A to point B, blocking all other
traffic, the packet·switched network leaves routes open to be
used by many users and many types of information at the same
time. Instead of tying up an entire phone line's capacity, no
matter how much data is actually being sent, the Internet sends
packets only when there are packets to be sent. For many appli·
cations, this use of the telecommunications infrastructure is
much more efficient and therefore much cheaper.

Finally, the protocol that the Internet useS - TCP I IP - is
fast becoming the de facto standard for the transport of bits over
packet-switched networks. Because of the importance of stan
dards in computing, the technology that reaches critical mass
first pulls in other applications into its orbit and eventually be
comes a de facto standard. The World Wide Web has reached
such a level of critical mass that content and software develop·
ers are creating applications and developing content (in HTML)
for th;s protocol. Indeed, this critical mass is forcing established
telecommunications companies around the world to construct
their own networks based on Internet technology.

If these changes come to fruition, the carriage of data will
become a commodity business, like the carriage of freight. The
wholesale telecommunications industry will still be a reward·
ing business, but very different from the business of today. It



will depend more on volume than on margin: the goal will be to
connect as many users as possible to the network. While the big
carriers contract with cable, satellite and other companies to
construct huge networks, markets will develop for many smaller
specialists to develop retail products selling access to these very
networks in a variety of forms. Such retail access might include
unlimited communications in the purchase price, fixed low-cost
access, or pay as you use systems. These changes will pose both
direct and indirect threats to the traditional telecommunications
structure.

The threat posed by the Internet to African PTTs

One technological advance that has already become a direct
threat to traditional telecommunications is Internet telephony.
Another, much simpler way, in which the Internet is affecting
company revenues is through the substitution of email for voice
and fax calls. The models presented in Annexes 1, 2 and 6 are in
part designed to calculate a PTT's potential losses because of
email substitution. Based on data from Mozambique and
elsewhere in Africa, it is possible to estimate the likely financial
effect of such substitution.

While the Internet has relatively high fixed costs as a
method of communication (annualized equipment and connec
tion cost, excluding the cost of telephone rental, is estimated to
be approximately US$l,l72 a year for Mozambique), the recur
rent cost - the cost of sending each additional email - is al
most zero. This is because a page of information is transmitted
by email in under half a second over a standard modem. The
yearly costs at even a fairly high usage rate would only be US$lO
per year for a local connection. In contrast, while the annual
ized cost of a telephone line is relatively small in Africa (US$108
in Mozambique), the marginal cost of an international telephone
call is very high. A three minute call to the U.K. costs US$7.65.

The costs of communicating different numbers of pages of
information internationally using different communications
technologies are given in Table 2.5 (for details see Annex 1). The
data exclude the costs of telephone connection, but indude all
other associated fixed costs.

Evidence suggests that the average level of use in African
countries is approximately one email in and out a day, almost
always to and from outside the continent, with an average length
of 3 to 4 pages (see Annex 6). Based on surveys it can be esti
mated that 25 percent of these email are replacing faxes, while
10 percent are replacing phone calls (the other 65 percent are
communications that would not have been made in the absence
of an email system). This leads to a further estimation: that sub
stitution by the present number of subscribers in Mozambique

The Challenge of Internet
Telephony

In July 1997, Germany's Deutsche
Telekom announced a pilot program to

allow t, 000 customers to place
international calls over the Internet from
their own telephones to a limited range

of cities for DMO.24 (13 cents/minute)
-a bargain compared with DM1.32 for

ordinary off peak calls to the Unifed
States.

In December 1997, Owest
Communications announced a long

distance phone service at a rate of 7.5
cents/minute using voice over the

Internet. "Our network can't be
duplicated by the other carriers, " says

Joseph Nacchio, Owest's CEO and
former AT&T executive. "For the most
part, these savings come from lower
equipment costs. Savings also come

from the inherent advantage of packet
switching over circuit SWitching."

("Telecom Goes Owest", Wired, March
1998.)

Some 800,000 telephone subscribers in
Stockholm will, from May 1998, be able
to make voice calls via the Internet as a

result ofa service unveiled by
Glocalnet, a privately owned Swedish

Internet network company, and
Stockholm Energi, the municipal power

utility. The companies claim that this
joint venture is the largest project of Its
kind in the world. Stockholm Telecom,

a Glocalnet subsidiary, said routing calls
via the internet could cut call charges by

up to 50 per cent.
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Table 2.5 Yearly Coat at Internatlona'
Communication to User (US$)

Pages Sentlyr 100 1,000

Phone 383 3,825
Fax 232 920
Email (local) 1,182 1,182
Email (regional) 1,328 1,328

costs Mozambique's PTT close to US$1.8 million a
year in revenue.

Another technique (presented in Annex 2)
estimates the effects of present usage in African
countries in general on telecommunications com
pany profits. The Federal Communication Com
mission (FCC) has calculated the cost to the South
African and Kenyan PTTs of making or receiving
an international call. Taking into account the call
charges, the given level of substitution by email,
and using Kenya as the high-end estimate and

South Africa as the low-end estimate of African call completion
costs, it is possible to measure the impact of email on company
profits. In more developed Internet markets in Africa, a high
end estimate of profit loss looks to equal about one percent of
revenue.

However, there are four important lessons to be remem
bered. First, so far, losses arising from email substitution are
smaller than increased revenues provided by the rapid rise in
international telephone traffic in and out of Africa (lTV 1997).
Second, if the Internet poses a threat to telecommunications prof
its in Africa, the threat is minimal when compared to that from
accounting rate reform. For example, annual V.S. accounting
rates settlements alone account for 2.4 percent of Mozambican
PTT revenues. Third, the cost of international service provision
is a fraction of the charges the PTTs demand for it. Email substi
tution is only one small element in a wider set of pressures on
international call rates which are highly overpriced. Fourth, In
ternet telephony, the more obvious Internet-based threat to tra
ditional telecommunications charging structures, is likely to
become widespread only after significant improvements in the
quality of Internet service provision. This, in turn, is likely only
after reforms take place in the broader telecommunications sec
tor that will make African telecommunications companies less
reliant on international call revenues.

Tab182.6 Lost Profits to International Emsll Substitution

Country Estimated 3 minute Accounting Lost Profitlyr Lost profitlyr Revenue Lost profit
number 01 call to U.S. rate with (US$) (low) (US$) (high) /yr (US$M) as%

subscribers (US$) US$/min revenue

South Africa 700,000 4.58 1.00 31,943,473 n.a. 3674.7 0.87
Zimbabwe 8,000 7.50 0.75 913,070 1,172,742 146.2 0.80
Mozambique 2,750 7.65 1.19 316,384 405,646 62.6 0.65
Ghana 4,000 7.50 1.00 450,785 580,621 65 0.89
Ethiopia 1,000 4.80 1.80 46,086 78,545 72.3 0.11
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If African PTTs give way to pressures for rate rebalancing
(charging less for international calls and more for a local con
nection and calls), this is likely to have a significant impact on
the economics of the Internet in the continent, making email sub
stitution both less attractive to users and less of a threat to the
region's telephone companies. More significantly, however, it
might drive up the revenues that PTTs receive from World Wide
Web users, which could turn Internet usage from a revenue drain
into a profit center for telecommunications companies.

Economic issues and the Internet

Beyond the fact that the Internet poses little threat to flexible
PTTs, the new technology offers exciting opportunities for Afri
can economic development. The Internet is the backbone of a
growing sector of the global economy - that of networked ser
vices. The impact of this increasingly networked economy is il
lustrated by Metcalfe's Law, which states that the value of a
network is equivalent to the square of the number of nodes. In
other words, as networks grow, the utility of being connected to
the networks not only increases, but does so exponentially. Each
added connection to a network's pool of knowledge multiplies
the value of the whole. At the same time, as the bandwidth avail
able throughout the network continues to grow, Gilder's Law
states that the price of obtaining a given level of bandwidth con
tinues to drop. The ratio of cost to value of access plummets
over time and high bandwidth connections become that much
more important, generating more usage and more capital to
upgrade the network. These trends also indicate that a larger
variety of machines will be available with the computing capac
ity necessary to be connected to the Internet.

Today, personal computers and some cell phones have the
ability to connect to the Internet. In the future, it is likely that
even a household device, or a wristwatch, will access the Inter
net. All this suggests a bright future for the Internet and infor
mation industries worldWide, a future that is already reflected
in the stock prices of information-based companies. For example,
Microsoft has annual sales of U5$11 billion, yet the stock mar
ket values the company at well over U5$150 billion. This com
pares to IBM with sales of U5$76 billion and a market capitali
zation of U5$100 billion, or General Motors with sales of US$
160 billion and a market capitalization of only U5$50 billion.

Technological change has begun a revolution in the tele
communications sector today. The Internet is going to increase
the scale and scope of that revolution. In Africa, the breakaway
from tradition will force changes in the way that African tele
communications companies operate, and in the process create a
new future for many less-developed African nations.

Studies of Economic Growth and
the Internet

Recent econometric studies have found
evidence of a causal/in/( between

telecommunications development (the
number of telephones per capita or per

wot1<er) and economic development.
See Norion (1992), canning (1997a,

1997b), Canning end Fay (1993), and
Easterly and Levine (1997). Easterly
and Levine argue that the tow rate of

tetecommunications development is a
significant factor in helping to explain

Africa's overall stow growth rates.
Evidence has been gathered on high

returns to investment in
telecommunications equipment by

Antonelli (1993), Hardy (1980),
Aschauer(1989) and Easterly and

Rebeto (1993). McKinsey (1995) argues
that adding one new telephone to the
netwot1< in countries with a GNP per
capita of$100 adds $12,000 to the

GNP. Micro evidence on high retums to
tetecommunications investment can be

found in the World BanKs Operations
Evaluation Department study of World

Bank lending in the sector (1992),
Antonelli (1996). and Wel/enius (1992).

Studies of returns to the tntemet in
particuiar have not been carried out in

developing countries, as the technology
is still too new. However. there are

strong reasons to believe that returns
should be as high or even higher than

those of basic telephony. Thes/t include:
the greater ability of the Internet to

provide tailored information, to provide
this information to thousands at the

same time (rather than one recipient of
a phone cell), and to reduc/t cost of

search on the netwot1<.
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3 The Internet in Africa

Who uses the Internet in Africa?

The CABECA survey of African Internet users was carried out
in 1997-98 to gather data on the characteristics of the average
African Internet user (see Bibliography for full citation). The
survey found that there was as yet little government use of the
Internet: only one percent of users in Ethiopia, and only six per
cent in. Zambia, were government employees. The highest num
ber of users belonged to nongovernment organizations (NCOs),
private companies, and universities. The ratio of nationals to
non-nationals varied between countries: 44 percent of users sur
veyed in Zambia were nationals as compared to 90 percent in
Ghana. Most users were male: 86 percent, 83 percent, and 64
percent in Ethiopia, Senegal, and Zambia respectively. A large
majority of users were well educated: 87 percent of users in Zam
bia and 98 percent in Ethiopia had a university degree. A recent
South African survey of the Internet found similar results: the
average user was male, 26 to 30, spoke English, was high school
or university-educated, earned between US$24,OOO and
US$45,000 per year and worked in the computer industry.

What is the Internet used for?

The survey findings suggest that the average level of email use
is one per day, sending and receiving. Email is used for general
correspondence and document exchange, technical advice,
managing projects, arranging meetings, and exchanging research
ideas, although its use is still limited for finding and accessing
formal information resources. Across the continent, users report
that email has increased efficiency and reduced the cost of
communication - but as yet it is used almost exclusively for
contacting individuals in other regions. The WWW is still a
relatively underutilized resource, although 40 percent of
Zambian users questioned had conducted literature searches on
the web. Further, there are signs that the Internet is beginning
to playa larger role in the economies of the region.

Exporting through the Internet

African countries export many commodities that can be easily
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traded over the web. One example is coffee. In 1997, the world
consumption of coffee exceeded eight million metric tons, up
from 6.5 in 1987, and Africa produces more than 20 percent of
the world's coffee. Of the African nations, Cote D'lvoire,
Cameroon, Uganda, Kenya and Zaire together produce over 60
percent of the continent's coffee crops. The Ugandan Coffee
Trade Federation (UCTF) has created a home page
(www.patriot.net/-Uganda) which provides information about
coffee production, the growers, the land, and the different kinds
of coffee.

The Ugandans also examined the possibility of growing an
organic coffee, posting the idea on their web site to research the
market and find possible collaborators. The Uganda web site is
only one example of how, by having better communications,
African growers can reach out to vendors, to other growers in
the area, as well as to growers in other countries who may share
experiences with Uganda.

There are other examples of trade and commerce on the
Internet. Craftsmen in Uganda, Senegal, Botswana, and Zimba
bwe are now marketing their products worldwide through the
UN International Trade Center's "Virtual Handicraft Exhibition"
web site (http://www.unicc.org / itc /virtexib / vexhibl.html).

A small import-export company in Tanzania, Regent Clear
ing and Forwarding, now uses 10 cents electronic mail messages
and $1 email-to-fax gateways instead of $20 faxes to place or
ders for products in North America and Europe. As a result the
company has seen its telecommunications bill go from over $500
each month to $45 a month.

Also in Tanzania, a small African shipping company,
Sangare Clearing and Forwarding, has eliminated one of its big
gest expenses. As agents for Fedex and Airborne Express, the
company went through three to four rolls of triplicate telex pa
per each day. Now it uses email to send waybill numbers and
time of delivery.

A British supermarket is planning to use email to conduct
just-in-time purchase of chili peppers from a farm in Kenya.

The African Market only offers products from Africa and
more specifically from Southern Africa. The product are uniquely
African or depict African themes (http:/ / www.safari
iafrica.com (market (index.html).

Take the Internet route to Africa

In the last three years, the Internet has become a new marketing
and sales tool for travel to Africa. Several countries offer a com
plete tourism directory on the net. Zimbabwe's, for example, is
at www.zimbabwe.net/tourism. A visitor to this site will be able
to get information on every aspect of a trip. The site provides
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information on visas, entry formalities, currency, health require
ments, entry points to the country, holidays, and the weather. In
addition, the site has many links to other tourism related Internet
sites, such as air transport information, accommodation options,
sport activities, safari camps and trip planners, and other re
gional information. Zambia's site (www.africa-insites.com/
zambia / travel) offers the potential traveler to Zambia a com
plete directory of hotels, safari operators, service prOViders,
travel advisory, adventures and package lours.

Botswana Focus is a private sector site that provides com
prehensive travel information on that country through the web
at www.wildnetafrica.com/stbrob.html. The Tanzania Tourism
Board has also posted a colorful web site with information about
traveling in Tanzania (www.tanzania-web.com). The site pro
vides an interactive map where visitors can dick on a place to
find information on wildlife, accommodation, booking options,
and on how to get there. In addition to the official site,
Zanzibarnet (www.zanzibar.net) gives further information about
travel to Zanzibar.

Agriculture and environment

Assisted by the Environment Liaison Center International in
Nairobi, a rural Kenyan farming cooperative has established a
relationship through electronic mail with the EarlhMarkelplace,
a U.S. organization, to sell local produce directly to North Ameri
can consumers, bypassing the distributors, thus increasing the
choice and redUcing the cost for the consumer, and increasing
the revenues of local farmers.

In Madagascar, a low earth orbit satellite is sending envi
ronmental monitoring and conservation project administration
information from remote areas to the capital.

Health

A doctor in Kenya recently solved a life threatening case of ma
laria complications through HealthNet, Kenya's low-cost elec
tronic mail service which connected him to experts in lhe US.
(http://www.healthnet.org /hnet /ken.html).

Education

Over 6 000 correspondence course students all over Africa can
now obtain advice and reading material from their tutors al
UNISA in South Africa via electronic mail and lhe web (hltp:/ /
www.unisa.ac.za/).

A World Bank project called World Links for Development
is linking secondary school students in Africa to other students
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around the world over the Internet for collaborative distance
learning (http://www.worldbank.org/worldlinks).
Government and NGOs

Grassroots NGOs in many African countries are now in daily
contact with their local networks and funders worldwide, in
creasing their ability to seek advice or support, and reducing
the necessity for time-consuming and costly face-to-face meet
ings. Active userS in outlying areas using the NGO network in
South Africa - SangoNet - include:

• The Oukassie Development Trust
• The Kwanobuhle Self Help and Resource Exchange

(SHARE)
• The Wozasep Sekhukhune Educare Project
• MidNet, Natal Midlands Rural Development Net

work, Pietermaritzburg, a network of Natal NGOs.
• The Africa Cooperative Action Trust, Umtata.
• The Environmental Development Agency, Matat

Hill.

Journalism and the media

National newspapers in Cilte d'Ivoire, Kenya and Zambia are
now published daily on the web, allowing users in remote areaS
and expatriates to obtain the latest news without waiting days
or weeks for local deliveries (http://www.africaonline.ci).

Rural correspondents for the East Cape News Agency in
South Africa are able to provide increased coverage of events
affecting their neighbors through electronic mail.

Gender

Kenyan women are building an electronic network including a
database of contacts and an on-line discussion area (http:/ I
www.africaonline.co.ke/AfricaOnline/women.html).

African users and suppliers; problems and solutions

Thus, the Internet is expanding rapidly both in scale and scope
on the African continent. However, users and suppliers have
identified many problems with operating the new technology.
Network Computer Systems in Ghana found the cost and reli
ability of Ghana Telecom's infrastructure a significant barrier to
the growth of the Internet. High speed lines cost up to 20 times
their cost in the U.S. Links to the Internet backbone were also
constricted, necessitating an intemationallink that bypassed the
Ghana Telecom network. NCS also mentioned a low level of PC
penetration and equally low computer literacy as significant

AfriclIn Newspeps,. on the Web
The Post in Zambia (http://

www.zamne/.zmlzamnellposll
post.html), The Daily GraphiC in Ghana

(htlp:/lwww.graphic.com.gh/). The
Independent In Ghana (http://

www.africaonline.com.gh/AfricaOnllnei
n6wsslandllndependenll1/

homepage.html), The Ghanaian
Chronicle (http://

www.africaonline.com.gh/AfricaOnlinB!
newsstand/chronlclelt/homepag6.html).
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barriers (Quaynor, Tevie and Bulley, 1997).
The computer training center in Wa, Upper West Province

in Ghana, exemplifies the additional problems that sites distant
from the capital city can face in accessing the Internet. A range
of infrastructure issues and the high fixed costs of Internet ser
vice provision make running such a center very challenging.
First, the telephone connection cost to Accra is 33 cents and the
hourly charge US$7.50. Poor line quality limits transmission
speed and means that it usually takes five attempts to connect
successfully to the ISP (adding another US$1.67 to the connec
tion charges). Line drops frequently disrupt downloads, neces
sitating reconnection and starting the download again. The
training center also suffers from other infrastructure weaknesses:
electricity has been rationed since the beginning of 1998 due to
low rains. Repair and maintenance problems include the diffi
culties of a seven-hour bus ride to Accra over poor roads. At the
moment, the center is only financially viable because it is run by
volunteers: revenues are US$2,OOO a year, but locals trained in
computer skills and management are in high demand: they can
fetch US$6,OOO per year. Without a local user base of at least 35
users, a commercially viable center will be impossible to oper
ate (Hirsch, 1998). Interviews with a number of schools in
Uganda suggest similar problems. Complaints included diffi
culty in getting telephone lines, inad'equate trained personnel,
unreliable computer eqUipment, poor telephone links (especially
when it rains) and unreliable electricity supplies (Hawkins,
1998).

Another problem the Africa Internet faces right now is the
poor speed of connectivity. The low bandwidth causes a slow
download of sites that are hosted in Africa. This is why many of
the African Internet sites mentioned earlier are hosted on serv
ers that are in Europe or the U.S. The Zambian web site, for ex
ample, is hosted by a company in London, a lodge in Zimbabwe
has its own site on a Hungarian server and the Chiawa Camp in
Zambia has its website hosted by a Florida Internet prOVider.

The CABECA survey reports that a low level of computer
literacy in general and knowledge of mailer programs in par
ticular stifled Internet use. Overall, there was a clear correlation
between low computer skills and the low number of email sent
by users. This problem was exacerbated by a Widespread pau
city of trainers in the countries surveyed. The high number of
users per line and limited access to nodes also restrict use. How
ever, there are signs of hope. Seventeen percent of Zambian us
ers were already complaining of information overload!

Asub-survey of a telematics user group uncovered the feel
ing that a lack of awareness of the benefits of the Internet at
high levels in government, and resistance from telecommunica
tions service providers, were major factors in slowing Internet
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Table 3.1 Estimated Cost of Internet Access and per I
Capita Expenditure on Communications

Country Annualized Per Capita
Internet Access Communications

Cost ($US) Expenditure ($US)

development in the region.
The regional telematics symposium sur

veyed by the CABECA study argued that the
most important changes required to make elec
tronic commerce on the continent sustainable
were

• privatization,
• free use of email without govern

ment interference,
• skills upgrading for users and

operators,
• affordable costs,
• effective management, and
• aggressive marketing of systems.

South Africa
Tanzania
Ghana
Cote d'!voire
Senegal

793
5,425
1,270
1,062

875

32.8
1.2
3.7
7.2
5.7

Providing cheaper, more rellable Internet access

Table 3.2 The Cost of Internet Access in Mozambique per Veer

37
5
o

43
15

% of Total

507
68

2
600
208

Yearly eqUivalent costCost

1,300
175

10

Item

Computer
Modem
Web connection
Web yearly fees
Telephone access

Cost appears to be a central concern of users (and certainly of
nonusers) in the African continent, then. Annex 5 presents details
on potential Internet penetration in Africa. Table 3.1 shows the
estimated cost of an Internet access point in five countries, and
average potential per person communications expenditure,
based on the (low-end) assumption that one percent of income
goes toward communications.

The figures in Table 3.1 clearly suggest that at the moment
only the very rich in Africa will be able to afford their own
Internet connection. It also emphasizes the need for genuine
public access if the Internet is going to be widely used. Even so,
if as much as 50 percent of low-income users' potential expen
diture on communications was harnessed to provide Internet
access to the poorest 20 percent of the population in Tanzania,
the number of Internet access points they could afford per head
at present would be one per every 25,000 (one every 800 km' at
average population densities). This, in turn, emphasizes the vi
tal importance of lowering connection costs. If Tanzania's cost
of connection was to fall to South Africa's level, potential Inter
net connectivity would increase sevenfold, raising the average
potential ratio of one terminal per 10,000 people to one per 1,500.
The results also suggest how vital
public access to community Internet
provision will be, if the Internet is to
be widely used.

Where do these costs of connec
tion come from? Table 3.2 presents
evidence of the breakdown of costs
for an end-user with his own com
puter dedicated to local Internet ac
cess who uses the Internet for an hour
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Tabla 3.4 Reliability of Talecommunlcatlons Infrastructure In Africa

The ISP

If a major concern of us
ers is the cost and reliabil
ity of Internet service
provision, it is worth look
ing at the cost breakdown
for an ISP. The model
based on Mozambican
data suggests that for an

0.02
0.02
0.20
0.22
0.06

0.04
0.19
0.10

61.74
0.56
0.26

leased
circuits
(000)

221
138

160
106
88
71

201
187

3.2
4.5

9.4
0.9

5.9

0.1
12.0
3.7

Cellular
subscribers

(%)

175
108

104
90
68
57

159
128

Total
ISP+PTT
20 hrs 30hrs

142
167

44
39

8
201
190

150
74
80
74

176

84
56

Faults per
100 lines
per year

22
52
67
57

135
73

each business day.
It should be noted that if the

user only had regional access to the
Internet, phone charges alone
would amount to US$3,120 per
year, or 73 percent of total costs.
Obviously, cheap local access to the
Internet is vital for expanding use.
Secondly, the most significant cost
for those with local access is the ISP
charges. The CABECA study sug
gests that there are as many as
three subscribers to each computer
in Africa, indicating that equip
ment costs account for only about
16 percent of the average
subscriber's Internet access bill.
Therefore, the other significant

way to ensure low cost access to the Internet is to reduce ISP
charges. Table 3.3 displays the disparity between Internet ac
cess provider charges and PTT charges for 20 and 30 hours of
connection to the Internet in Africa, as compared to the OECD
average. The costs for accessing the Internet in Africa average
62 percent higher than OEeD countries. On the other hand, effi-

cient markets on the con
tinent, such as Ghana,
Senegal, and South Africa,
show that there is no in
herent reason for high Af-
rican Internet access
charges.

Reliability is another
pressing concern of users
in Africa. Here again, the
record of many African
PTTs is sadly lacking, as is
clear from Table 3.4.

60
42

16
36
46
43
93
49

PTTCharge
Imonth

20 hrs 30hrs

138
54
21
14
66

113

88
54
21
14
66
78

Satisfied % of
demand for lines
telephones digital

(% total demand)

ISP Charge
Imonth

20 hrs 30hrs

Country

Ethiopia
Ghana
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
Zambia

Table 3.3 Prlca of Internet Access In Sub-saharan Africa and
the OECD (US$)

Angola
Cameroon 66 68
Cote d'ivoire 82 84
Ethiopie 46 40
Ghana 80 58
Kenya 77 54
Mali 78
Mozambique 94 72
Senegal 88 76
South Africa 97 66
Tanzania 38 39
Zimbabwe 56 32

Sub-Saharan Africa 69 56
low Income 88.8 90

Source: ITU, 1997
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African Average 115 137
OECD Average 66 82

IBased on calculations from Annex 3
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Table 3.5 ISP Information - International Gat_y. Mozambique

Tolal Cosl/month
in US$

Network
Infl satellite capacity
Internet Access
Node Equipment (operation&maint.)
Leased Lines to local ISPs (operation&maint.)
Other Maintenance
SUb-Total
Percentage of Total

Node Facility
Climate Control
Other (inc. power, light, rent)
Sub-Tota'
Percentage of Total

Administration
Training of personnel
Other (inc. accounts, billing, supplies)
Sub-Total
Percentage of Total

Salaries
Technical Support
Management
Security
Other
Sub Total
Percentage of Total

Other
Sales/Marketing
Percentage of Total

Total Operating Expenses

Annual Depreciation on EqUipment
Percentage of Total
Total Costs (Break-even)
Annual Return on Investment - 8%
Annual Revenue ReqUirement

6,000
500
100
100
50

6,750

100
110
210

100
85

185

700
500
50
10

1.260

Annual Cost
In US$

72,000
6,000
1,200
1,200

600
81,000

60.07%

1,200
1320

2,520
1.87%

1,200
1,020
2,220
1.65%

8,400
6,000

600
120

15,120
11.21%

5,043
3.74%

105,903

28,933
21.46%
134,836

6,453
141,289
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ISP serving 3,500 customers the equipment cost is likely to be
US$89,616; the yearly Internet and telecommunications cost will
be US$134,490; and the salary and maintenance expenditure will
be US$56,OOO. These figures probably underrate the costs of sala
ries, marketing, and maintenance, but they clearly indicate that
connectivity is the most expensive item.

It we look at USAID's model of the costs of an international
gateway for Mozambique's Internet, we can see again that in
ternational connectiVity forms the bulk of the expenditure.

The cost breakdown in Table 3.5 indicates that around 60
percent of the costs for an International ISP gateway in
Mozambique is for network connectivity. The greatest percent
age of this cost is international satellite connectivity which ac
counts for 88 percent of the network costs. Not surprisingly,
sensitivity tests of the model suggest that the high international
connectivity costs are a major cause of high ISP charges (see An
nex 1).

ThePTT

The telecommunications company clearly plans a vital role in
proViding affordable access, then. What type of reaction the In
ternet creates in the telecoms sector is likely to be critical in de
termining the growth of the Internet. It is likely that a policy of
active support will reap the highest rewards.

We have already seen that the Internet can be used to
substitute email for voice and fax communication, but that is
only one element of the relationship between Internet users and
telecommunications companies. For example, PTTs gain profits
from World Wide Web access. Internet access in Mozambique
averages 100 hours a year per subscriber at the moment.
Assuming that 90 percent of users have local access,
Mozambique's PTT gains US$759,000 annually in telephone
charges from users (see Annex 1 for details). If one in 20 users
manage to obtain a second line dedicated to Internet use, another
US$12,600 are added per year in revenues. There is also the
revenue from ISP leased lines, subscriber lines and international
connectivity.

Using the cost and load assumptions laid out in Annex 6, it
appears that, even in Mozambique, where the PTT gains little
revenue from the ISP's international connection, cost of provid
ing the services required by Internet users is below the revenues
received for this service. Rough estimates suggest that present
levels of Internet usage add US$500,000 to the PTI's profits each
year. The sensitiVity tests carried out in Annex 1 suggest that if
Internet usage was to increase in Mozambique, the extra rev
enues from calls into the ISPs would outweigh the revenue losses
from email substitution. This is in the interests of the PTT to
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ensure that the Internet user base expands in the country.
This approximation in Mozambique is supported by U.S.

evidence on the impact of the Internet on telephone companies.
Preliminary results from the U.S. suggest that:

• congestion has not caused any collapse of the
telephone network; and

• local phone companies are actively promoting
second line access, and additional revenue from
second lines are six times the amount the compa
nies claim they need to upgrade their networks for
handling Internet traffic.

In other words, both the model and U.S. evidence suggest
that, while the Internet might change telephone usage patterns,
flexible PTTs should not be overly threatened by its expansion
and, in fact, should encourage it.

One change mentioned earlier is likely to have an impact
on the rate of the Internet's expansion, however. Tariff rebalanc
ing is narrowing the difference between the prices for local and
long distance services. In Australia, the ratio between the price
of a long distance call between Sydney and Melbourne and the
price of a local call was 45 to one in 1966. This had been reduced
to 30 to one in 1976, 15 to one in 1986 and four to one in 1996.
This trend will most likely continue in the coming years. Rebal
ancing in usage charges of local calls versus long distance calls
has led to an increase of 43 percent in the price of local calls
between 1990 and 1996 in OECD countries. In contrast, the av
erage price of a long distance call (at 490 km) fell 30 percent
over the same period.

However, all PTTs are rebalancing tariffs based on tradi
tional patterns of telephony. On average, local telephone calls
in the OECD area last less than three minutes whereas callers to
the Internet, or proprietary on-line data bases make calls of much
longer duration. Pricing of local networks is going to become
increasingly challenging for PITs. In countries with relatively
expensive measured rates the growth of new services may be
slowed. In countries with flat or unmeasured rates the networks
designed to handle relatively short calls may become congested.
These will need to be qUickly upgraded with new technologies
designed to cope with new usage patterns.

Competition as a solution

OEeD countries with monopolies have raised local call prices
even more than those with competitive markets. At the same
time, monopoly PTTs have not passed on to the user the same
level of reductions in long distance charges as have PITs in
competitive markets. Since 1990, local call charges have risen
13.5 percent in competitive markets and 34.8 percent in

As competition has whittled away the
high margin on business and long

distance calls, telephone companies
have raised the price of local calls for

residentlaf subscribers. Some countries
such as Canade heve loaded the

Increase on the line rental; others, such
as Sweden, have raised the price per

minute. Because of this, where Swedish
Internet users used to pay twice as

much in telephone charges as Canadi
ans for 20 hours on-line. now they pay

almost three times as much.

Finland is ahead of other developed
countries in Internet growth, having

echieved an Intemet host penetration
ratio of56 hosts per 1.000 inhabitants

by Jsnusl}' 1997. The main feature that
distinguished Finland from other OECD
countries is that it has long established
PITs competing In local telecommuni-

cations access markets, thus illustrating
that competition can only help to

improve performance.
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Table 3.6 Telecommunications Liberalization and Internet Access
in Sub-Saharan Africa

Liberalization Hosts Monthly Cost US$ Internet Access
Index

1996 1997 1996 10 pages! 50 pages! yes/no no. of
private liberal day day 1995 providers

Involvement 1997

Average 1.9 3.5 128 64 88 0.39 3.4
0 103 86 239 0.25 2.5

1 to 2 t23 77 83 0.29 2.7
3 to 4 145 34 36 0.60 4.8

Oto 3 69 82 124 0.29 30
4to 7 174 43 44 0.50 3.7

monopoly markets. Charges for long distance have been
decreased by 30 to 35 percent in competitive markets and around
20 percent in noncompetitive markets over the same period. All
this data strongly support competition as a strategy to keep the
prices down for Internet users.

As is clear from the analysis in Annex 3, the rule that com
petition lowers costs also applies to African nations. Liberalized
telecommunications markets have cheaper Internet access be
cause of both lower overall telephone charges and lower ISP
payments. Sorting African countries by two different measures
of liberalization, one based on the extent of private involvement
in the telecommunications market in 1998 and one based on the
broad extent of liberalization in the sector in 1997, it is clear that
more liberalized countries have more Internet hosts, and lower
monthly access costs when transferring 10 or 50 pages a day
(see Table 3.6). For both indices, 0 is a measure of little private
competition, and 4 (in the case of the private involvement in
dex) or 7 (in the case of the liberal index) suggests a great deal
of competition in the sector.

It is similarly true that countries with competition in the
field of Internet service provision have lower costs of service
provision and a larger number of Internet hosts. EVidently, even
though there are small scale economies in this area, these are
outweighed by the efficiency gains brought on by competition.

Taking data from Table 3.7 on African Internet users, we
can see in Table 3.8 that countries that are more liberal by either
the liberalization index or the privatization index have more
ISPs, more users and more international bandwidth.
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Table 3.7 ISP CompetitIon end Internet Access In Sub-SlIhel'lln Africa

No. of ISPs Liberalization Index Hosts Monthly Cost (US$)

1998 private 1997 1998 10 pages! pages!
involvement liberalization day day

One 1.13 2.25 43 83.88 95.38
More than one 2.13 3.87 157 57.09 85.39

Teble 3.8 Internet Usars and Liberalization In Sub-Sahel'lln Africa

Country group FulllSPs Storel Users Internet Monopoly Population Usersl
forward bandWidth ISP population

(1m)

Average 2.76 1.82 1681 336 0.31 14 188
ISP Competition 4.30 2.41 2643 553 0.00 17 246
Monopoly ISP 1.33 1.58 842 112 1.00 13 190
Liberal Index>=4 3.29 2.57 1750 406 0.15 21 266
Liberal Index<4 2.18 2.06 1538 327 0.38 8 225
Private Index = 0-1 1.53 1.40 717 95 0.46 6 217
Private Index = 2-4 3.75 3.13 2494 614 0.13 22 289

Source: Michael Jensen, http://demiurge.wn.apc.org:80/atricalusers.htm
All average statistics exclude South Africa.
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4 Policy Issues

By changing the way connections are utilized, the Internet chal
lenges present profit centers and network configurations. In
particular, Internet telephony and substitution threaten profits
from international voice communication. However, there are at
least three arguments that suggest this is not reason enough for
PITs to control or discourage Internet expansion:

• The Internet is only one of a number of technology
driven forces that are initiating changes in the
structure of the network and pricing. Discouraging
its expansion on the continent cannot preserve the
status quo.

• The Internet offers potential new revenue sources
- increased local call revenue and greater demand
for international bandwidth, for example. Evidence
suggests that an increased user base will generate
profits for the PTT.

• There is more than enough evidence to demonstrate
the value of the Internet and its ability to encourage
economic growth in Africa. Fear of change in tele
communications companies is not reason enough to
restrict the opportunities that the Internet presents.

Even if official attitudes toward the Internet change for the
better across Africa, there remain policy issues. One of the ma
jor ones, already discussed, deals with rate rebalancing which
may lead to an increase in the cost of local calls and connection
to the network. This presents a challenge to policies encourag
ing universal service or at least universal access to telephones,
and may also restrict Internet usage. To meet this challenge, and
others involving costs and access, the toolkit offers the two
pronged strategy of liberalization and competition coupled with
public access.

There are other issues that may affect decision making in
this sector. The toolkit offers some general principles for gov
ernment policy:

• Think differently and stress openness: governments
need to treat the Internet as a new technology and
not a mere addition to the existing telecommunica
tions or broadcasting regimes. Policies and regula
tion need to be open and flexible, to adjust to new
environments.
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• Promote competition: governments should work to
encourage competition at all levels, a tested tool for
increasing efficiency and lowering costs.

• Avoid unnecessary regulation: governments need to
work to avoid unnecessary interference with the
Internet's development. The Internet has grown so
rapidly primarily because it has been allowed the
freedom to do so.

Think differently

It is important that government regulatory policies encourage
innovation and new service applications, and to do so, very of
ten those policies have to undergo major redesign. The existing
definitions of broadcasting, publishing, and communications are
changing all over the world. Government policy must be sensi
tive to these changes, and realize that the Internet landscape a
few years in the future may look very different from that of to
day. Also, convergence is changing the way that voice, data, and
video content is delivered. Opportunities to create and deliver
this information will come from many sources, both domestic
and international. The regulatory infrastructure must be sensi
tive to this and create conditions to allow many new entrants to
participate in and contribute to the development of a new infor
mation society.

Promote competition

Competition in telecommunications network services, Internet
service provision, and content development should be stressed
in order to bring the greatest efficiency gains to the country.
Wherever pOSSible, market forces should be harnessed to take
the place of direct regulatory intervention. Although new ser
vices like Internet telephony and streaming audio and video may
create regulatory problems, these developments are positive ones
which governments should encourage.

New Communications Law in Zimbabwe: Example ofan "unopen" policy

Media workers and civil society representatives in Zim
babwe have called on the government to amend
Zimbabwe's draft communications bill in order to al
low for an independent telecommunications and broad
casting regulator that is legally free from state,
government or political control. The Communications
Bill 1997, clause 33 (2), provides that only the Zimba
bwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) shall operate, or
have in its possession or control, a broadcast station.
The draft bill also retains monopoly in telecommunica-

tions services, with the exception of cellular phone services,
for a successor company of the existing Posts and Telecom
munications Corporation. All shares in the successor com
pany will be held by persons nominated by the Minister of
Information on behalf of the state. In response, groups in
Zimbabwe called for the liberalization of the airwaves and
a regulatory body which would be accountable only to Zim
babwean people through parliament (Media Institute of
Southern Africa - MISA. 2/25/98).
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Avoid unnecessary regulation

Governments should regulate the Internet as little as possible.
The ultimate objective should be less regulation for all, rather
than more regulation for some. For instance, if competitive im
balance exists because a new technology is not subject to the
same regulatory constraints as a competing older technology,
the answer should be reduced regulation of the older technol
ogy. However, positive contributions to network development
by governments are important, especially in the area of univer
sal service, international cooperation, content creation, training
and development of education and health networks.

The most common policy issues dealing with the Internet
today have been categorized in five separate sections below: costs
and liberalization, infrastructure, management, content, and
training. The sections identify the questions raised by the chang
ing telecommunications environment, questions that the toolkit
attempts to answer.

Costs and liberalization

Internet as a liberalized value-added service

Questions to be raised and debated about the basic nature of
services offered by the Internet include:

• Should the Internet be considered a part of telecom
munications network services or value-added
services?

• Should the Internet fall into the existing regulations
for telecommunications or for broadcasting?

• What are the benefits of liberalizing the Internet in
my country?

• Should organizations be allowed to run private
Internet networks?

Although some African countries have already liberalized
the Internet as a value-added service, many others have not. The
toolkit clearly indicates that the Internet should be fully liber
alized as a value-added service and the government should en
courage the growth of the Internet by allowing private sector
initiatives to flourish. The potential benefits of this liberaliza
tion are many. It will lower costs to consumers, generate more
communication access points for the country, provide opportu
nities to create new services and job opportunities, and moti
vate entrepreneurs to construct communications networks.

International gateways

The next set of questions are concerned with restrictions that



relate to international Internet gateways:
• If the Internet is liberalized, should there be any

restrictions on t!>e number of international gate
ways licensed?

• Do many different international gateways present
inefficiencies in traffic sharing within a country?

• With a number of cable and satellite ventures
offering expanded bandwidth, should participation
in such a system be a matter of government policy
or should decisions be based on the business needs
of the operators?

Policies vary widely across the African continent. In Ghana,
ISPs have access to three gateways. There is no official limit to
gateways in Mozambique or Uganda (although this is under
consideration), but South Africa and Zimbabwe have monopoly
providers. A number of countries have allowed companies and
organizations to bypass international gateways and construct
their own private networks. The toolkit has outlined that al
though there are economies of scale in Internet service provi
sion, the efficiency gains from competition outweigh the gains
from economies of scale. The continued increase in international
bandwidth suggests that costs and prices will continue to fall.
Governments, therefore, should not restrict access to this sup
ply.

Licenses

Licenses and associated costs for operating an Internet service
are valid concerns for any government considering a liberal en
vironment for the Internet. Questions include:

• Should governments require licenses for Internet
service provision?

• What is the primary purpose for a license - to
generate revenue for the government for expanding
Internet connectivity to underserved areas, offset
lost government revenue from international com
munication, control the access points for informa
tion, or ensure the quality of Internet provision?

• How should governments license VSAT services
and public satellite spectrum?

Licenses provide a government with an important tool to
stay on top of developments and demands. The licensing proce
dure, however, should be as simple as possible, and should not
be high priced as these costs will ultimately be passed on to the
consumer. If the telecommunications sector is interested in the
development of the Internet, the revenue from the licenses
should be used for this very purpose. In Africa, countries such
as Kenya and Uganda display two opposite ranges of such costs.

Pollcle. TOW8rd Intemlltlonal
oateWlly.: the ease of Ghana

Natwork Computer Systems (NCS) In
Ghana.was allowed a special license to
bypass Ghana Telecom's Infrastructure

and operate a 2Mb satellite link to
MAE·EAST In Virginia. Anothergateway

provider Is the Africa Communications
Group, the consortium that won the bid

for the second network operating
llcense.A range ofothergroups are now

applying for VSAT links Including
Ashantl GOIdf/8Ids, Barclays Bank and

Shell. As part of the application, they
have to provide Information on the

company, its busIness plans and
feasibility plans.
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Table 4.1 Telephone Equipment and Computer
Import Duties and Taxes (%)

Telephone Equipment Computers

Import Sales Import Sales
duly tax duty tax

Ghana 10 7.5 10 17.5
South Alrica 0 5
Ethiopia 0 15 2
Mozambique 35 45
Kenya 30 18 15 15
Nigeria 15 15
Senegal 61 26
Zambia 20 20
Zimbabwe 0 20
Uganda 30 17

Source: World Trade Organization

Internet Economic Toolkit for African Policy Makers

Kenya has a fixed license cost of U5$10,000, as well as an addi
tional U5$5,000 and one percent of gross turnover as yearly costs.
Uganda, on the other hand, has only a single fixed cost of
U5$1,000.

Costs of inputs

Concerns about import duties and taxes give rise to the follow
ing questions:

• What is the appropriate tariff level for computers
and networking equipment in Africa?

• What discounts should be given to educational
institutions?

• What discounts should be given to other sectors of
the economy?

The model suggests that net density is strongly correlated
to the cost of Internet inputs such as computers and networking
equipment. In order to expand Internet access in a country, gov
ernments shoUld consider reducing tariffs on computer equip
ment. For instance, a reduction from 45 percent to zero on
computer tariffs in Mozambique would decrease the cost of In
ternet access by more than 11 percent.

Table 4.1 describes the current tariff level of a number of
countries in Africa. Some of the zeros in the table may indicate
that although there is officially no import tax, there is a monopoly
or quotas on the provision of equipment, so that governments
control imports and prices more directly.

Infrastructure

Questions associated with government's role in
developing Internet infrastructure are listed be
low.
• What are the consequences of alloWing

service providers to set up their own infra
structure?

• If there is a monopoly prOVision of infra
structure and some form of competition in
other services, must the suppliers of the
competitive services use the monopoly's
infrastructure, or can they supply their own?

• If there is a monopoly provision of the local
loop, should the use of radio technology for
Internet in the local loop be considered part
of the monopoly, or just one of the alterna
tives to the local loop?

• What are the rules under which private
networks can operate?
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Universal access

African countries have been far from successful in achieving
universal service, and despite efficiency gai11s and falling costs,
there is little hope of their reaching this goal in the near future.
This emphasizes the importance of setting a more realistic goal
of universal access. Here are some of the concerns linked with
universal access to the Internet as opposed to universal service.

• What is the definition of universal access?
• How does Internet affect opportunities for univer

sal access as interim measure to reaching the goal of
universal service?

• Who should be made responsible for telecenter
development and how should it be financed?

• How can telecenters be made sustainable?
The concept of universal access for the Internet stipulates

that all citizens should be within a certain distance of a
communication facility. Many countries have begun to encour
age the development of infrastructure called telecenters to meet
this goal. A telecenter is a community access structure where
the fusion of telecommunications, information, multimedia and
computing functions help address a variety of community prob
lems and needs. Most telecenters charge the community a nomi
nal fee for use of the facility. An example of a telecenter project
is the one being undertaken by the Universal Service Agency in
South Africa.

PIT competition

The success of the Internet is closely linked with competition in
the provision of service. The questions that follow have direct
significance for African PTTs.

• What is the impact of local telecommunication
service competition on Internet growth?

• How can competition be encouraged?
• What are the negative consequences of opening up

to competition too qUickly?
The toolkit demonstrates that competition in telecommu

nications services lowers the costs of Internet access to end users.
This suggests that competition should be encouraged as a mecha
nism to reduce costs, provide technical innovation/ improve
quality of service to customers, and provide a greater variety of
services. Local competition is likely to be a key policy instru
ment used by governments to expand affordable access to the
Internet.

Universal Service in
Developed Countries

Developed countries have been dealing
With the concept of universal service

diversely. In Canada, the
Telecommunications Act requires that

reliable and affordable
telecommunication services be

accessible in all regions of of the
country, which allows flexibility to revise

universal service obligations in light of
changing technologies and services. In

Denmark, the definition is more
specific, citing in particular telephony

services. ISDN, and leased lines with a
maximum of2 Mbit capacity.

Telecenters In South Africa
The Universal Service Agency is a
statutory body established by the

Telecommunications Act of 1996. The
job of the agency is to promote

universal access to telecommunications
for al/ in South Africa. The Agency is

working with a number of different
organizations such as schools, libraries,

churches, and existing community
organizations to establish the

telecenters. In the first year of the
project, 80 are being planned and an

additional 300 are forecast for the
following year.
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Internet telephony

Full duplex telephone to telephone connections are available
over the Internet today, but the regulatory questions about this
have not yet been answered in all countries. Here are some con
cerns that may help to ensure best practice.

• How should Internet telephony be defined?
• Should this service be considered voice traffic or

data traffic?
• What is government's role in assuring quality of

service?
Countries around the world have yet to determine how to,

or whether to regulate Internet telephony. Many countries have
existing voice monopolies and as such would view Internet te
lephony as a breach of this monopoly. Others have taken no
position, either because Internet telephony was not foreseen in
current legislation or because of their already liberal markets.

International cooperation

The international presence of the Internet and its ability to en
hance global solidarity and cooperation make the following ques
tions pertinent for African countries.

• What role should governments play in developing
regional cooperation and network extension across
countries in Africa?

• What are the advantages a nation might find in
synergy, greater participation in regional econo
mies, improved personal and business communica
tions, and expanded trade?

• What are the opportunities for regional standards
structures to develop?

• How much could a regional backbone reduce costs
to the end users?

One of the most important regional issues in which gov
ernments need to work together is the development of a regional
Internet backbone. At the moment a majority of African ISPs
must connect through a high bandwidth connection to the In
ternet backbone in the United States as there is no Internet back
bone in Africa. In essence, Africans are paying United States
ISPs so that the world is able to access Africans. Substantial sav
ings and efficiency gains are possible if the African continent
develops its own Internet backbone. Governments of African na
tions, therefore, should consider creating, with international co
operation, their own African Internet backbone.
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Management

The Internet is a decentralized and distributed network of net
works and thus inherently difficult if not impossible, to con
trol. There is no single organization that manages the Internet;
rather, many individual networks cooperate to guarantee its
success. The issue of domain name registration, however, is an
area of Internet management in which governments might need
to intervene.

Domain name registration

A controversial pohcy question in Internet management is the
control of domain names - the brand names of the Internet.

In the V.S., Network Solutions Inc. (NSl) currently charges
US$50 per year to register a domain name. A portion of this
money goes to NSI to recover administrative costs and a portion
goes into an "Internet Intellectual Infrastructure fund". But the
existing registration process for generic top-level domains has
generated substantial controversy. Some parties have objected
to what they consider to be NSls monopoly control over a valu
able resource, especially since an entity in the V.S. is respon
sible for assigning addresses with international ramifications.
The International Ad Hoc Committee, comprising representa
tives from the Internet Society, International Telecommunications
Union, the World Intellectual Property Organization and other
groups, has issued a wide-ranging proposal to restructure the
generic top-level domain name system.

In all countries outside of the V.S., the root domain has a
country designation at the end, and one entity in the country is
charged with distributing top level domain names. In some coun
tries other bodies are charged with assigning lower level do
main names such as .co for a private sector company, .school for
an educational institution, and .org for an organization. Sub
stantial debate has revolved around control of the top level do
mains in a number of African countries. The controversy centers
around the question of whether domain name prOVision should
be handled by a private entity or a government entity. For in
stance, Malawi and Zimbabwe have recently debated this issue.

Content

Content on the Internet and government's role in this area are
major issues that cannot be covered adequately in this section
of the toolkit. Briefly, however, here are the major issues:

• What is government's role in legislating content on
the Internet?

• What is government's role in protecting intellectual
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property rights? Are databases considered copy
right material? What about software programs?

• Are the legal rationales for regulation of content in
other media, such as scarcity of transmission capac
ity and invasiveness, applicable to the Internet?

All countries will have different laws governing issues such
as acceptable content, inteliectual property, and privacy. One
area, however, in which government should focus its attention
is the creation of local content. With an increase in relevant local
content, it can be hoped that more users will use the Internet
and the number of individuals contributing to its growth will
increase. Governments can play a significant role in assisting
with the computerization of government and public informa
tion. Also, the preservation of cultural heritage is an important
area in which the Internet can be deployed to computerize, and
thus share traditions that otherwise would be lost, forgotten, or
at best retained by only a limited audience.

Training and human resource development

Training is one of the most important areas of investment for
the future development of the Internet in Africa; it is also a press
ing need that is not being adequately addressed. Here are some
of the issues that need to be considered.

• What should be the government's role in the pro
motion of telecommunications training institutes
and R&D centres?

• On which aspects of training should government
focus its resources?

African governments need to invest in raising awareness
of the benefits of the Internet across a broad range of sectors,
including education, trade, agriculture, and health. In addition,
training for end users in how to access and efficiently use the
Internet, for system administrators in managing networks, and
for content creators in development of data bases and web pages
for accessing local content, all need to be emphasized.

In conclusion

For all of the policy areas listed above, the solutions will be
different for each country. The toolkit's aim has been to proVide
a broad overview of the issues and work through some of the
areas that need to be given extra consideration. In all cases local
models for local needs will develop to address each country's
specific and unique reality. But the Internet continues to expand
globally, Africa must take advantage of the opportunities offered
by the unique properties of this network of networks.
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Annex One:
Results of the Model for
Costs and Revenues from Communications

The Internet is likely to have a variety of effects - on users,
ISPs, and telecommunications companies in Africa. Mere access
to email would make an enormous difference to traditional data
transmission and communication methods. In three minutes, a
voice call can "transmit" two pages of information; a fax can
transmit 10 pages of information; while, in the same time, a 28
k/s modem is able to send an email of between 175 and 350
pages.

At such rapid speeds, email is a very attractive alternative
to traditional modes of communication. However, it has high
fixed costs: users require a computer and a modem in addition
to a telephone, and there are costs of leasing, access, personnel
and equipment of the ISP which are passed on to the user through
Internet tariffs. All the same, once the equipment has been pur
chased and an email account paid for, the price of sending a
single page across the country or around the world is the price
of a few seconds long local call to the users' ISP. To send that
page by fax may cost up to US$30 in Sub-Saharan Africa.

In response to these opportunities, users are likely to com
municate more than they have done so far. They will email
messages that they would not have bothered with if limited to
voice or fax communication. But they will also substitute email
for voice and fax communication, so redUcing PIT revenues.

Of course, this exaggerates the scale of the problem for tele
communications companies.

First, home telecommunications companies have to pay the
foreign company that provides service to the recipient an ac
counting rate fee for completing the international fax connec
tion, so that gross revenues are higher than net revenues for
international calls.

Second, the telecommunications company will gain rev
enues from the ISP, which has to lease lines and equipment to
connect to the Internet backbone in the U.S., along with tele
phone lines to connect to customers. Further, email substitution
will reduce pressure on international connections and regional
trunks, reducing the need to invest in new trunk lines. How
ever, as this need is chronic, and the effect of email on demand
is unlikely to be that significant, this should provide little com
fort to the region's telecommunications companies.

Third, this is likely to be a temporary problem, and one that
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will lose its importance with the general increase in international
traffic (outgoing traffic from Sub-Saharan Africa has increased
from 322,000 minutes in 1990, to 449,000 minutes in 1994), and
the changes underway due to political and technological pres
sures on the accounting rate regime.

Despite these ameliorating factors, however, email substi
tution will reduce African telecommunications company profits
from outgoing calls, at least in the short term. Also, the compa
nies will lose revenue they presently receive in the form of ac
counting rate charges for incoming calls when foreign customers
email African countries instead of calling. These accounting rates
are far above the real costs. For example, Cameroon's account
ing rate with the U.S. is US$1.80 per minute, so that for every
minute of incoming calls from the U.S., Cameroon's telecom
munications company receives 90 cents (one half of the account
ing rate, called the settlement rate). This compares to a local call
rate of under three cents per minute. African telecommunica
tions companies, that cross-subsidize the cost of phone installa
tion and local calls using regional and foreign phone charge
revenue, will find that an increasing number of users are using
telephone lines mainly to make local calls to their ISPs, leading
to large per line losses.

World Wide Web access presents its own set of problems.
On the one hand, Web browsing involves long periods of local
calling that ofters revenue opportunities. Further, expanded
Internet usage in the U.S. has seen apprOXimately 10 million
people ask for a second telephone line, which are cheap to in
stall and profitable to offer. If this trend is repeated in Africa,
telecommunications companies can expect to earn revenue from
second line installation and rental. They can also lease lines to
ISPs to handle the large quantity of data transfer that web ac
cess requires.

On the other hand, networks that were not designed to
handle calls measured in hours rather than minutes can be over
loaded by Internet browsing, requiring the installation of new
switch and transmit equipment. Whether this balance of prob
lems and opportunities will lead to increased profitability or
further losses depends very much on the assumptions made
about network capacity and the pricing of telecommunications
company services.

The following model explores the above issues. It was con
structed to do two things. First, it measures the theoretical ad
vantages (in reduced phone and / or fax bills) to an individual
subscriber, and revenue losses to a phone company from using
email rather than phone or fax. This is calculated based on the
number of pages of information sent. Second, it calculates ISP
cost and revenue streams (based on a monopoly international
hub), telecommunications cost and revenue streams, and user
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Benefits to USers

costs and savings at various levels of Internet usage.
Because of the assumptions and simplifications made,
these estimates can be considered only very rough
approximations to the real costs and benefits of the
Internet to African users, ISPs and telecommunications
companies.

Table Al.1 lists phone and equipment charges for
Mozambique (the Internet charges are regional
eqUivalents). With these numbers, we can estimate
the yearly cost of communication for users. In this run,
we assume a four-year depreciation rate for computer
eqUipment and a 20 percent cost of capital for users.
We also assume that each user has to purchORe a

computer to access the Internet.
What are the fixed costs to each method of communication?

We have assumed that a telephone line is already installed (all
compared systems would require a telephone, anyway). There
is no extra eqUipment reqUired to make a voice call, so the "fixed
cost" of phoning is zero. The fixed cost to faXing information is
the yearly cost of a fax machine allowing for depreciation and
cost of capital. Here, it has been estimated to be in the region of
US$155 per year. For email, the fixed cost is taken to be Internet
aCCeSS charges and the cost of a computer and a modem, allow
ing for depreciation and the cost of capital (or US$l,l72 per year).
Given that computers are useful for far more than Internet ac
cess, charging the entire cost of the computer against email fixed
costs effectively overestimates this cost. Internet access as de
fined here also gives unlimited access to WWW, so that charg
ing all of the cost of Internet access against fixed costs for
emailing also effectively overestimates the fixed costs of
emailing. The high cost of capital discriminates against emailing
as a cheap communications option as well. Therefore, the fixed
costs of emaiJing presented here are, if anything, exaggerated.

What are the costs of delivering this information per page?
As mentioned above, a person can read out a page of informa
tion in about one and a half minutes. Afax can transmit the same
information in about 18 seconds. A standard 28 kl s modem
should take around half a second to transmit the data. On the
basis of data given above, we can calculate the approximate cost
of sending a page of information by multiplying the number of
pages by the amount of time taken in minutes, dividing by three
and multiplying by the cost of a three minute call.

The actual time spent transferring data by email is prob
ably shorter than the time taken to connect and disconnect from
the email server. To calculate the yearly cost of emailing, then,

US$

0.04
0.60
7.65
1.19

10.00
600.00
400.00

1,300.00
175.00

Table A1.1 Phone, Internet and Equipment
Charges In Mozambique

3 Minute Local call
3 Minute Regional call
3 Minute International call
(UK) Accounting Rate (/mln)
Web: Connection
Web: Yearly fee
Fax Machine
Computer
Modem
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Table A1.2 Non-Fixed Cost of
Communication to User (USS)

Local
Phone
Fax
Email (local)
Email (regional)

Regional
Phone
Fax
Email (local)
Email (regional)

International
Phone
Fax
Email (local)
Email (regional)

100 1,000 10,000

2 20 200
0 4 40

10 10 10
156 156 156

30 300 3,000
6 60 600
0 0 0
0 0 0

383 3,825 38,250
77 765 7,650

0 0 0
0 0 0
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we have assumed that each business day it takes three minutes
to connect, upload and download email,and disconnect. This
gives a flat amount that emailers are likely to have to pay in
telephone charges. For emailers dialing into a local ISp, this wilI
amount to 260 multiplied by the cost of a three minute local call.
For emailers dialing into an ISP in a different region of the coun
try, this will amount to 260 multiplied by the cost of a three
minute regional call. This is the only telephone charge that
emailers will face - in that three minute period, they can down
load and upload their email for other regions in the country and
for other countries in the world. Once again, charging all email
telephone costs to local email (rather than dividing it up amongst
local, regional and international) gives an exaggerated picture
of the costs of local emailing.

As is clear from Table A1.2, email is not a great money saver
on local calls in Mozambique. If a user talks on the telephone
for about 250 hours a year (about an hour each business day),
enough time to "speak" 10,000 pages, even over a local email
service the difference between email and voice costs is a mere
US$190. This is far less than the difference in fixed costs between
voice and email ($1,172). Given that email and voice are not
perfect substitutes, then, consumers will most likely continue
to use local voice whenever it is preferable.

With regional calls, however, the savings are larger. Be
cause the costs of email have all been accounted for, the cost of
10,000 pages of regional email is close to zero. This compares to
a cost of US$3,000 forlO,OOO pages spoken (in 250 hours).
This difference is enough to pay for an emailer's com
puter, modem, Internet hookup and monthly fee, and
regional connection to a server (total: US$1,328).

On the other hand, a user would still be better ad- Pages SenVyr
vised to buy a fax machine, where the combined fixed
costs and regional phone bilI would come to just $755.
Only a heavy user of regional telephony in Mozambique
should buy a computer and hook up to the Internet purely
to replace that service.

International communication is where the savings
become impressive. Talking for about an hour each busi
ness day to the U.K. would cost a Mozambican business
man approximately US$38,250 per year. Faxing that
information would still cost US$7,650. Again, taking all
of the yearly costs associated with a regional Internet
connection (US$1,328), and assuming that it is only used
for international email substituting for fax traffiC, the
yearly savings amount to US$6,322. For example, a busi
ness with 10 staff members buys each one a computer,
modem and Internet connection. Fixed costs rise by
U5$13,280 per annum. But if every employee substitutes
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TableA1.3 Fixed Costs of Internet Jlccess
in Mozambique, per Year (US$)

% of total

43
6
o

51

Item Cost Yearly
equivalent

cost

Computer 1,300 507
Modem 175 68
Web: Connection 10 2
Web: Yearly Fee 600

10 minutes of voice traffic with the U.K. for email
each business day, and one lO-page fax to the U.K.
with email per day, telephone bill savings will
amount to US$37,223, increasing profits by
US$23,943 per year, or over US$2,000 per employee.

How can email be made even more attractive?
Presently, it is the high fixed costs of Internet ac
cess which make the system uneconomic for small
users. These fixed costs come from two sources: ISP
service and computer equipment. In turn, NCS
Ghana (an ISP) estimates that 90 percent of its costs
come from the expense of international connection,
and a large percentage of the cost of equipment is

accounted for by import tariffs.
Although telephone charges are not a particularly signifi

cant cost for email use, they do make a great deal of difference
for a user's cost of full Internet access. A user, who accesses the
WWW for one hour each business day, will have to pay approxi
mately US$208 dollars per year in telephone charges if there is a
local connection to an ISP available, or US$3,120 if Internet ac
cess is possible only through a regional call. Clearly, allowing
low-cost telephone access to ISPs will be an important tool for
encouraging wider Internet use.

Table A1.4 Revenue to Telcos per Page (US$) Losses to PTTs

Pages Sentfyr 100 1,000 10,000 A major benefit of emailing over voice and fax

Local
communication is the savings made on telephone
charges, which will have detrimental effects on

Phone 2 20 200 telecommunications company revenue streams. ForFax 0 4 40
Email 10 10 10 email, the only revenue to telecommunications

Email (regional) 156 156 156 companies comes from the daily call-up to deliver

Regional
to, and receive messages from, the ISP.

For international calls, however, the picture is
Phone 30 300 3,000 complicated somewhat by international accounting
Fax 6 60 600 rates. This is a rate set between countries to com-Email 0 0 0

pensate carriers in recipient countries for their partEmail (regional) 0 0 0
of the connection costs of a call originated in the

International Out other country. One half of the accounting rate (the
Phone 293 2,933 29,325 settlement rate, in Mozambique's case about 60 cents
Fax 59 587 5,865 a minute) is paid to the recipient carrier per minute
Email 0 0 0 of voice traffic received from the originating coun-Email (regional) 0 0 0

try, This reduces telecommunications company rev-
International In enues for outgoing calls, but provides extra revenues
Phone 89 893 8,925 from incoming caBs. Because email bypasses the
Fax 18 179 1,785 accounting rate regime, the telecommunications
Email a 0 0 company receives no payment for incoming email.
Email (regional) 0 0 0 For a company that sends and receives 10,000 pages
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of email each year, the loss to the telephone company amounts
to U5$7,650 in revenue per year if the email is substituting for
fax and U5$38,250 in revenue per year if the email is substitut
ing for voice.

With the accounting rate calculation, it is possible to make
a rough estimate of the lost profits from email substitution. The
settlement rate is meant to compensate for the cost of delivering
the traffic from half way between the countries to the recipient
(the half circuit). In fact, accounting rates are known to be well
above cost. However, they present an upper estimate of the cost
of proViding the connection. Three minutes of traffic at account
ing rate cost equals U5$3.57. The amount charged to Mozambican
users is U5$7.65, suggesting an approximate profit margin to
the telephone company on outgoing calls of U5$4.08, or 114 per
cent. Given that real upper-bound estimates of the costs to tele
communications companies of providing this service are
estimated at closer to 30 to 40 cents per minute, profit margins
rise to U5$7.15 a minute.

Data based broadly on the Mozambique cost and price struc
ture for Internet provision, telecommunications supply and
equipment and usage levels, help to demonstrate the present
and potential financial impact of the Internet on I5Ps, telecom
munications companies and subscribers.

Minimizing the cost of the Internet

For greater detail on the information presented in the model
below, see Annex 6. Data and estimates on the number of
subscribers, the average length of an email and average levels
of Internet use were provided by UEM. Estimates on the average
number of email sent and received and their destination come
from the CABECA survey, which was also used to estimate the
percentage of email that replaced other methods of

Usage statistics
Number of Internet subscribers
Proportion web subscribers with local access
Av. subs. Hours of web access/year

Average User
Average number of emails sent/year
Average number of emails received/year
Average length of email (pages)
% email replacing fax
% email replacing phone
% email local destination
% email regional destination
% email international destination

3,500
0.90
100

240
200

4
25
10
10

5
85
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PIT Charges to ISPs

license
PIT charge for 64 kbs of LUSatellite

o
6,000

communication as opposed to being messages that otherwise
would not be sent. l

There is no license charge for running an ISP in Mozambique

PIT Details (US$)

Cost per main line, initial
Cost per main line, recurring
Cost of installing second (and subsequent) lines
Cost per second main line, recurring
Cost of switch and transmit, initial
Cost of switch and transmit, recurring
Cost of 64 kbs of LUsatellite provision

4,500
600
500
600

1,125
1BB

4,800

4B

and the costs of a 64 kps leased line (from within the capital to
the international gateway) is a surprisingly low $6,000 per year.

PIT costs are all estimates based on World Bank data and
author calculations.

ISP running costs are estimated from USAID data on
Mozambique. It should be pointed out that these costs are for a
monopoly provider. Presently, there are three ISPs in
Mozambique, which together provide access for 3,500 subscrib
ers and only two of which utilize the low-cost international ac
cess provided by the Leland link. The largest provider, UEM,
does not use the Leland link because of concerns about the qual
ity of the leased line to the link provided by the Mozambican
PIT.

H should also be pointed out that this ISP model probably
underestimates the cost of labor and of marketing. Below are
the cost breakdowns for three u.s. Internet providers and the
comparative breakdown for the model presented in this chap
ter. The cost structure of a U.S. ISP is as follows:

1. Cost of revenues (for ISP) is comparable to the cost
of goods sold by a manufacturing company. This
figure represents the cost of producing the service.
Depreciation can be part of this cost, although

1 It should be noted that the traffic data is unclear. First, we do not know if
the users followed the rules and ignored mass-mailings when calculating the
number of emails sent and received.



Expenditure Breakdown of U.S. Internet Service Provider.

America On Line
costs and expenses (US$ 000) 1996

costs of revenues 627,372 61%
marketing 212,710 21%
general and administrative 110,653 11%
depreciation and amortization 7,078 10/0
equipment lease 0 0%
product development 53,817 5%
non recurring items 0 0%
Acquired Research and Development 16,981 2%
Total costs and expenses 1,028,611 100%

Netcom
costs and expenses (US$ 000) 1996

costs of revenues 88,369 52%
marketing 51,237 30%
general and administrative 23,610 14%
depreciation and amortization 0 0%
equipment lease 0 0%
product developmen1 6,020 4%
non recurring items 0 0%
Acquired Research and Development 0 0%
Total costs and expenses 169,263 100%

Californian ISP
costs and expenses (US$) 1997

costs of revenues 497.729 33%
marketing 278,505 19%
general and administrative 674,960 45%
depreciation and amortization 37,429 0%
equipmen1 lease 0 0%
product development 0 0%
non recurring items 0 0%
Acquired Research and Development 0 0%
Total costs and expenses 1,488,623 100%

African ISP (in main model)
costs and expenses (US$) 1998

costs of revenues 83,520 62%
marketing 5,043 4%
general and administrative 17,340 13%
depreciation and amortization 28,933 21%
equipment lease 0 0%
product development 0 0%
non recurring items 0 0%
Acquired Research and Development 0 0%
Total costs and expenses 134,836 100%

Source: Anat Bernstein-Reich, 1998
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many companies list their depreciation and amorti
zation in a separate account. The cost of revenues
includes direct labor, direct overhead and any other
direct cost. Most U.S. ISPs and OLSPs (online
service provider) have about 40 to 60 percent of
their costs accounted for by costs of revenues.
African ISPs are likely to face higher costs because
of their higher costs of equipment, financing and
communications in the region.

2. The sales and marketing cost is a component that
should not be neglected. In the U.S., marketing
expenses account for 20 to 30 percent of total costs.
A large percentage of these costs is attributed to the
high competition that exists among ISPs. A market
ing budget is important for Africa not necessarily
because it can help overcome the competition
(although this might become increasingly impor
tant), but because it may be used as a tool to en
courage Internet use and increase Internet penetra
tion. These costs are not properly accounted for in
the main model, and the model might, therefore,
underestimate the long term costs of Internet ser
vice provision in Africa.

3. The research and development account of the OLSP
is much higher than that for the simple ISP in the
u.s. Unlike ISPs that provide simple connectivity,
the OLSP provides content and other Internet
applications as well. This requires the companies to
invest in product development and content. African
ISPs are also likely to have to develop content
because of the language issues and the need for
local content. Again, this is a cost not accounted for
in the main model.

Despite these problems, we believe that the model offers a

ISP Details (US$)
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Administrative computer cost
Other basic computer costs
Setup for Leased lineNSAT
Other setup costs
Foreign telco cnarge for 64kbs VSATILL
Internet backbone connection
Recurrent salary and maintenance

55,000
1,000

a
17,800
24,000

o
21,000



Assumptions

...-

Number of subscribers to each computer
Email is accessed every business day for X minutes
Average second line for web per subscriber = X
In hypothetical ISP income streams, user support (per user) costs $X per year
In hypotheticallSP income stream, one extra ISP phone line per Xweb subscribers
In hypotheticallSP income stream, one extra ISP computer per X web subscribers
In hypotheticallSP income stream, 64kbs of outside link for each Xsubscribers
In hypotheticallSP income stream, each new subscriber requires X new switches
Replacement of computer goods after X years
Replacement of telecoms equipment after Xyears
Replacement of other goods after X years
Real cost of capital for telco = X%
Real cost of capital for subscriberllSP = X%

Telco YRG rate for telco.s equipment =
User YRG rate for computer equipment =
User YRG for other equipment =

VRC = yearly return to capital

reasonably good estimate of ISP costs and telecommunications
company revenues from ISPs.

Assumptions necessary to the model are based on a range
of sources and estimates. Here, it should be noted that, as op
posed to the results above, the assumption is that subscribers
share computers.

In the Mozambican case, the primary source of telecommu
nications company revenues from the Internet is the extra user
traffic. This new traffic will be driven by the use of WWW, and
not email. In Mozambique, the total user access to the Internet
adds US$760,000 to phone bills. A monopoly ISP would pay a
surprisingly small amount to Mozambique Telecom (US$36,600).
This is both because there is no ISP license charge in the coun
try, and because most payments for international access go to
the Leland link, rather than the Mozambique PTT. Further, leased
lines in Mozambique, at only US$6,OOO for a connection to the
Leland link, are very cheap.

In Kenya, on the other hand, where a 64k international
leased line connection costs US$177,000, ISP costs would be a
more significant percentage of total telecoms revenues (although
still smaller than user access). This also has a significant impact
on ISP profits. The relatively low cost of international Internet
connectivity, and the relatively low need for bandwidth because
of low usage, reduce dramatically the most significant portion
ofan ISP's costs in Mozambique. Although telephone, leased
line, satellite and Internet connections account for about 4B per
cent of the ISP's budget when it has 3,500 subscribers, this is

3
3

0.05
10
20

1,000
1,000

0.01
4

10
10

0.10
0.20
0.16
0.39
0.24
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Mozambique
Telco Revenue Gained from Internet Use

Internatlonel ISP

Subscriber New lines
Subscriber Extra traffic
ISP License
ISP Subscriber lines
ISP lntnl. Connection
TOTAL

12,600
759,360

o
12,600
24,000

808,560

Equipment
Yearly inet + telecoms
Salary and maintenance

Web revenue

ProfiUloss

89,616
134,490

56,000

2,107,000

1,826,894

Telco Revenue Lost From Internet Use

Subscriber Costs, SavingsInternational Calls Out
International Faxes Out
International Calls In
International Faxes In
Regional Calls
Regional Faxes
Local Calls
Local Faxes
TOTAL

732,832
366,416
179,303

89,652
4,410
2,205

588
294

1,375,700

Equipment
Internet Access
Subscriber New Lines
Subscriber Extra Traffic

Telephone savings

664,739
2,107,000

12,600
759,360

1,441,298

significantly below what might be expected in Africa as a whole.
This allows for the possibility of making huge profits at a US$600
yearly ISP subscription charge. A monopoly provider would be
making excessive returns if it faced this hypothetical environ
ment. On yearly outlays of US$280,000, such a company would
be making revenues of over US$2 million. In part, this is be
cause of returns to scale, but only in part. The estimated fixed
costs for a Mozambican ISP would amount to approximately
US$77,OOO a year. More significant is that a company with such
comparatively low costs of international access, low demand for
bandwidth (an average of only 64kps for each 1,000 customers),
and an equally low demand for ISP computing power, faces very
low costs overall. This makes it a strong argument for competi
tion to force down prices charged by an ISP,

The primary source of revenue loss through substitution
for telecommunications companies is from the dedine in outgo
ing international telephone traffic. Email substituting for voice
and fax calls deprive the Mozambique PTT of more than a mil
lion dollars each year, or about 1.5 percent of revenue. Lost rev
enue from settlement rate payments not made because of
incoming communication substitution adds a little over another
quarter of a million to the revenue losses.

The major cost for subscribers is Internet access which in
cludes both ISP and PTT charges. Together, at a cost of approxi
mately US$3,OOO,OOO (or US$820 per head), these figures dwarf
that for the annual cost of equipment (assuming three subscrib
ers to each computer): US$190 per subscriber per year. Again, it
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Scenario Web Web Ave user Foreign ISP ISP 64 kps
connection yearly fee hrs of charge for computer for X users

1 10 600 100 24,000 1,000 1,000
2 10 600 100 24,000 400 400
3 10 600 100 170,000 1,000 1,000
4 10 600 100 170,000 400 400
5 10 600 260 170,000 150 150
6 0 168 100 24,000 400 400
7 ° 168 100 150,000 1,000 1,000

ISP Profits (USS) at Number of Users

5,820,509
5,051,820
4,360,509

401,820
-6,882,507

231,820
-259,491

10,000 users

1,826,894
1,570,665
1,242,894

256,665
-2,702,024

51,665
-196,106

3,500 users

558.982
456,490
412,982

18,490
-770,493

-25,510
-49,018

1,000 userso users

-76,961
-76,961

-222,961
-222,961
-222,961

-76,961
-202,961

Scenario

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

appears that lowering the cost of telephone and Internet access
is probably the most significant thing that countries can do to
encourage users to access the new technology.

By changing some of the underlying assumptions of the
model, it is possible to see the impact on ISP revenues. The first
scenario presents the base scenario, which suggests very large
profits for the hypotheticallSP. The second scenario is that the
ISP brings up its Internet access standards to international norms,
and that a 64 kps line is sufficient for 10 people to be on line at
anyone time. Given average use of 100 hours per year, the aver
age user is online 0.115 percent of the time, suggesting that, at
average loads, a 64 kps bandwidth is satisfactory for 874 sub
scribers. Figures from NeS in Ghana suggest that peak hours
see up to three times the number of people on line than the av
erage load. To provide a good quality of Internet access, there
fore, 64kps of bandwidth is required for at least every 400
subscribers. Altering this assumption reduces ISP profits, but
because international bandwidth is so cheap, profits remain ex
tremely healthy.

In the third scenario, the cost of international bandwidth is
raised to US$170,000 for 64 kps. This is similar to prices paid by
ISPs in other countries, including Kenya. Raising the price of
connectivity at the present
level of service reduces prices
more significantly, bringing
down ISP profits to 1.2 million
at the present level of usage.

If both the level of service
and the cost of connectivity
are increased (scenario 4),
profits for a monopoly pro
vider charging US$600 per
year for access fan to 0.26 mil
lion, or about 12 percent of
revenues. If subscribers begin
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to access the Internet more (an hour each business day) and high
price bandwidth is kept broad enough to sustain good quality
service (scenario 5), a monopoly provider giving access to 3,500
subscribers would lose US$2.7 million a year, even at the present
high cost of Internet service.

Of course, increased Internet access has a dramatic impact
on the PTf as well. Extra traffic charges bring in US$1.8 million
each year, outweighing revenue lost from email substitution and
the cost of prOViding services to make the Internet a source of
profits for PITs - at about a quarter of a million each year. In
the sixth scenario, the ISP is hypothetically providing good-qual
ity service for only US$168 per year - the cost available in South
Africa. This produces low profit figures of US$51,665 for 3,500
subscribers. In a last scenario (scenario 7), with a fairly high cost
of international bandwidth, but a low level of service, an ISP
cannot break even by charging South African connectivity rates.

Finally, we can change the assumptions on the amount of
email that users send, while holding constant the percentage of
that email that is substituting for other sources of communica
tion. This is an unrealistic assumption - the percentage of new
communication as a proportion of all email traffic will rise with
greater usage - but this can be taken as a "worse case" scenario
for PITs. If, holding all else constant, it is hypothesized that the
number of email sentandreceivedayeartriples.to 720 sent
and 600 received, PIT revenue losses from substitution would
mount to US$4.1 million, and user savings would reach US$4.3
million. This would outweigh the total cost of user access and
equipment, and so make the Internet a profitable investment for
users purely from the standpoint of substitution.

The following pages provide an outline of the model in Sce
narioOne.
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The Costs and Revenues from Internet Communication

Phone Charges, US Dollars

Installation (business)

Yearly rental (business)

3 Minute local call

3 Minute regional call

3 Minute Intemational call

(UK) Accounting Rate (/min)

Internet Charges

Web: Connection

Web: Yearly fee

Equipment

Fax Machine

Computer

Modem

Usage statistics

Number of Internet subscribers

Proportion web subscribers with local access

Av. subs. Hours of web access/year

Average User

Average number of emails senVyear

Average number of emails receivedlyear

Average length of email (pages)

% email replacing fax
% email replacing phone

% email local destination

% email regional destination

% email international destination

PIT Charges to ISPs

License

PIT charge for 64 kbs of lUSatelli1a

108
61

0.04
0.60
7.65

1.19

10
600

400
1,300

175

3,500

0.90

100

240

200
4
25
10
10

5
85

o
6,000
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PTIDetails

Cost per main line, initial

Cost per main line, recurring
Cost of installing second (and subsequent) lines

Cost per second main line, recurring

Cost of switch and transmit, initial

Cost of switch and transmit, recurring

Cost of 64 kbs of LUsateliite provision

ISP Details
Administrative computer cost

Other basic computer costs

Setup for Laased IineNSAT

Other setup costs

Foreign telco charge for 64kbs VSAT/LL

Intemet backbone connection

Recurrent salary and maintenance

A8Sumptlons:

4,500

600
500
600

1,125

188
4,800

55,000
1,000

o
17,800
24,000

a
21,000

Revenue to PTI is phone charges to user minus haif of IAR for intnl. calls

Number of subscribers to each computer

Email is accessed every business day for X minutes

Average second line for web per subscriber =X

in hypotheticallSP income streams, user support (per user) ocsts $X per year

In hypotheticallSP income stream, one extra ISP phone line per X web subscriber

In hypotheticallSP income stream, one extra ISP computer per X web subscribers

In hypothetical ISP income stream, 64kbs of outside link for each X subscribers

In hypothetical ISP income stream, each new subscriber requires X new switches

Replacemenlof computer goods after X years

Replacement of telecoms equipmenl after X years

Replacemenl of other goods after X years

Reel cost of capital for teico = X%

Reai cost of capital for subscrlber/lSP = X%

(Telco VRC rate for telco.s equipment =

(User VRC rate for computer equipment=

(User VRC for other equipment=
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20
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User Savings and Telco Revenues per Page

LOCAL REGIONAL (Extra)

Pages SenVyr 0 100 1,000 10,000 100 1,000 10,000

Cost to user, per year

Phone 0 2 20 200 30 300 3,000
Fax 155 155 159 195 6 60 600
Email (local) 1,172 1,182 1,182 1,182 0 0 0
Email (regional) 1,172 1,328 1,328 1,328 0 0 0

Revenue to PIT from user per year

Phone 0 2 20 200 30 300 3,000
Fax 0 0 4 40 6 60 600
Email (local) 0 10 10 10 0 0 0
Email (regional) 0 156 156 156 0 0 0

INTERNATIONAL (Extra)

Pages SenVyr 100 1,000 10,000

Cost to user, per year

Phone 383 3,825 38,250
Fax 77 765 7,650
Email (local) 0 0 0
Email (regional) 0 0 0

Revenue to PIT from user per year

Phone 293 2,933 29,325
Fax 59 587 5,865

Email 0 0 0
Email (regional) 0 0 0

Pages Rec,dlyr 100 1,000 10,000

Revenue to PIT from sendar per year

Phone 89 893 8,925
Fax 18 179 1,765
Email a 0 0
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Telco. Revenue Gained Subs. 0 1.000 3,500 10,000

Subscriber New lines 12,600 ISP, hypothetical cost/revenue
Subscriber Extra traffic 759,360
ISP License 0 cost 76,961 91,018 280,106 679,491
ISP Subscriber lines 12,600
ISP Inln!. Connection 24,000 revenue 0 650,000 2,107,000 6,500,000
TOTAL 808,560

profit ·76,961 558,982 1,826,894 5,820,509
Telco. Revenue Lost

International Calls Out 732,832 Telecom. Income, Revenue
International Faxes Out 366,416
International Calls In 179,303 revenue 6,072 230,160 808.560 2,301,600
Inlernational Faxes In 69,652 cost 6,132 76,247 270,267 766,080
Regional Calls 4,410
Regional Faxes 2.205 subslit. 0 393,057 1,375,700 3,930,570
Local Calls 588
Local Faxes 294 profit b. ·60 153.913 536,293 1,535,520
TOTAL 1,375,700 profit a. -60 ·239,144 ·837,407 -2,395,050

Total Web Revenue Effect
Users, Costs, Benefits

TOTAL -567,140

cost 0 1,012,465 3,543,699 10,124,855
International ISP substi!. 0 411,800 1,441.298 4,117,995

EqUipment 89,616
Yearly inet + telecoms 134,490
Salary and maint 56,000
Web revenue 2,107,000

Profitlloss 1,826,894

Subscriber Costs, SaVings

Equipment

Internet Access

Subscriber New Lines

Subscriber Extra Traffic

Telephone savings

Total Cost
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664,739

2,107,000
12,600

759,360

1,441,298

2,102,401
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Annex Two:
Calculation of Telecommunications Revenue
Lost to Substitution Using FCC Data

A second simple way to estimate the approximate losses to tele
communications companies from international substitution is
presented below. We have already presented estimates for the
amount of incoming and outgoing telephone and fax traffic the
average user substitutes with email. The FCC, as part of its at
tempts to put downward pressure on international accounting
rates, has estimated the real cost per minute for countries to ter
minate an international call (the "half circuit cost") for a range
of countries. This will be broadly the same as the cost of origi
nating the call (both halves of the circuit are identical). In Af
rica, numbers are presented for Kenya (42.6 cents/minute) and
South Africa (16.9 cents/ minute). Despite methodological prob
lems with the FCC's calculations, these numbers should approxi
mate the real costs of completing a call. We also know the
accounting rate and the international call charges of a range of
African countries. With all of this data, we can estimate the
amount of profit (revenue minus cost) that telecommunications
companies lose from each email user each year (using the Kenya
number as an upper bound of costs and South Africa as a lower
bound). This leads to the figures below:

Table A2.1 Lost Prollts to International Email Substitution

Country Estimated 3 minute Accounting Lost profiUyr Lost protiVyr Revenue Lost profit as
number 01 internationaS rate with (U5$) (lOw) (U5$) (high) {yr ($m) %revenue

subscribers call (US$) US$lmin

South Africa 700,000 4.58 1.00 31,943,473 n.a. 3674.7 0.87
Zimbabwe 8,000 7.50 0.75 913,070 1,172,742 146.2 0.80
Mozambique 2,750 7.65 1.19 316,384 405,646 62.6 0.65
Ghana 4,000 7.50 1.00 450,785 580,621 65 0.89
Ethiopia 1,000 4.80 1.80 46,086 78,545 72.3 0.11
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Annex Three: The Relationship between
Communications Liberalization and
Internet Pricing and Penetration

A recent study by lTV, Challenges to the Network: Telecoms and the
internet (1997), argued that the following factors are significantly
correlated with global Internet penetration: wealth, the quan
tity and the quality of telecommunications equipment, the num
ber of PCs, low telephone and Internet charges, language, literacy
and training.

Concentrating on the link between policy and Internet
growth, an attempt was made to explore in different ways the
relationship between telecommunications liberalization, "tech
nology friendly" policy regimes, and the price and extent of
Internet access in Africa. Three different sets of data are pre
sented below, which suggest the existence of such a relation
ship, and its positive nature.

The first takes two different measures of sector liberaliza
tion: one from World Bank data (Burtin, 1997), and one from
O'Neill's article on Africa: "The New Telecoms Frontier" (1998).
Table A3.1 lists this data for all Sub-Saharan African countries
wherever information was available. The first column presents
a private involvement index, based on O'Neill's report on the
state of private involvement in African countries at the start of
1998. Countries receive one point for each of the following: new
telecommunications laws and regulations; introduction of pri
vate investment into non-basic services excluding cellular; in
troduction of private investment into basic services (planned by
the end of 1998 or already carried out); introduction of private
investment into ceHular services.

The second index measures a broader definition of liberal
ization from World Bank data at the start of 1997, Countries are
given one point for each of seven stages:

• liberal CPE trade;
• separate posts and telecommunications;
• independent regulator;
• reform in progress (or announced);
• new sector law I private cellular; and
• privatized telecommunications company.

The table then lists two basic features of the economy that
are likely to be connected with the scale of Internet penetration
- population and GOP per capita (data from the lTV Yearbook).
The next column estimates the number of host sites in the coun
try, using information from the Network Wizards site,
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Annex Six:
the Internet Cost-Benefit Model

The first two pages of the model list the data required to esti
mate the effects of Internet penetration on users, ISPs and tele
communications companies (C5-C65 and E71 to E83). Much of
the data required is self-explanatory, but a few points should be
made, and information on sources given.

Phone charges

The cost of a three-minute call has been used for the sake of
convenience. It is the rate published by the lTV. When used as a
basis for calculating the cost of a 3D-minute or longer call (which
is the more likely length of a connection to the Internet), it is
obviously going to produce inaccuracies, usually overpricing the
cost of a call of that length. In Ghana, for example, the price of a
three-minute local call is 200 cedis, the price of a 3D-minute lo
cal call is only 1,400 cedis.

The cost of a regional call will have to be an average, if there
are many different regional call rates. Table A6.1 provides ap
proximations from available data. The cost of an international
call would preferably be weighted based on international call
destinations. Here, we have taken estimates from available data.
We have chosen the V.K. or the V.S. accounting rates to act as
an estimate for the average accounting rate charged and received
by the African telecommunications company.

Table A6.1 Phone Charges for Selected African Countries, US Dollars

Installation Yearly 3-min 3-min 3-min Accounting
(business) rental local call regional international ratelmin

Mozambique 108.0 61.0 0.04 0.60 7.65 1.19
Ghana 52.3 12.0 0.10 0.30 7.50 1.00
Ethiopia 55.8 37.2 0.10 4.80 1.80
Cameroon 54.0 86.4 0.07 1.80
South Africa 74.8 130.8 0.06 0.64 4.58 1.00
Mali 91.9 40.8 0.15 20.00 0.91
Uganda 127.6 18.0 0.05 11.00 1.00
Zimbabwe 206.4 22.8 0.04 7.50 0.75
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Table A6.2 ISP (SLIP/PPP) Flat Rate Servlc:e Charges
for business In Africa (US dollars)

Country

CNe d'lvoire (Africa Online)
Cate d'lvoire (Africom)
Djibouti
Ghana
Mozambique
Namibia
Senegal (ENDA)
Senegal (Metissacana)
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda

Connection Yearly Fee

18 1,584
53 423

282 2,373
100 613

10 600
o 671

40 240
o 1,056
o 168

22 761
o 4,800° 1,144

50 780

Internet Charges

Internet connectivity charges are as
sumed to be a flat fee for full service.
A connection charge plus a yearly
flat fee provides unlimited Internet
and email access for the customer.
The Internet charges data allow for
only one price regime for a country
(obviously already false for much of
the continent). It would make the
model much more complicated if
this were allowed to take multiple
values. Further, the hypothetical rev
enue streams are based on a mo
nopoly ISP prOVider.

Equipment

The figures for the price of a fax
machine, computer and modem are

estimated from data for Mozambique (fax machine US$400; com
puter US$1,300; modem U5$175). The prices of these goods will
clearly vary according to the cost of importing them.

Usage statistics

Table 6A.3 Use of Emall'n Uganda and Ethiopia: User Survey

18.3
12.2
50.0
19.5

Ethiopia
Sent Received
(%) (%)

8.4
15.7
39.8
36.1

In South Africa, the number of users is estimated at 700,000, while
Zimbabwe is estimated to have 10,000 users. Information from
UEM in Mozambique provides an estimate of approximately
2,000 dial-up links for UEM and a total of 750 dial-up links for
the other two ISPs. Because many dial-up links are accessed by
more than one user, the total user-base in the country is esti
mated at 5,000 to 6,000 (up from zero in 1995). Estimates for
Ghana are around 5,000 users (up from 60 in 1995). Ethiopia has
approximately] ,600 USers. In order to be consistent, however,

we will concentrate on the number
of subscribers rather than the num
ber of users.

Nearly all users in Mozam
bique are based in Maputo, and so
have local access to an ISP. Esti
mates for Ghana also suggest about
90 percent local access rates. UEM
data point to an average access time
to the web in Mozambique of about
eight hours per month, or approxi
mately 100 hours per year. In

1.6
12.5
46.9
39.0

4.7
3.1

43.8
48.4

Uganda
Sent Received
(%) (%)

0·1 per month
1·4 per month
1-5 per week
>1 per day
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Ghana, figures from NCS suggest that an average of 10 out
of 1,200 subscribers are accessing the Internet at anyone
time, suggesting an average usage level of 73 hours a year.

Table A6.4
Frequency of Use of Email in Uganda:
Data from Node

Number of emails No. of subscribers
sent in two months

Table A6.S
Frequency of Use of Email In
Ethiopia: Data from Node

143
16
20
27

73
32
27
19
3
5
4

No. of subscribersNumber of emails
sent in two months

<30
30·61
61-122
>122

0-10
11-20
21-30
31·40
41·50
51·60
60..

1 This estimate is, admittedly, back of the envelope. UEM estimated
that 60 percent of their outgoing traffic was emails. For the month of
February.. this amounted to 2.037 mb of emails. UEM has an estimated
2,000 users, who send approximately one email per day, or a total of
40,000 emails per month. The average length of an email is then 50.93
kb, or about three and a half pages. Senegal's average email length is
estimated by ISPs there to be about 50 kb, although a Namibian ISP
estimated the average length at just five kb, or under half a page.

Average user

The average user statistics ask for the average number of
email sent and received. Looking at data from the CABECA
survey for Uganda and Ethiopia, it is possible to estimate
the average number of email sent by each user. The data
from user surveys suggest fairly high levels (and these fig
ures exclude the receipt of mass-mailings).

The data suggest that users send somewhat more email
than they receive, and (on average) send over one email a
day. There are problems of selection bias with this data,
however (it is likely to have excluded those with an ac
count which they do not use). CABECA also asked for node data
on email usage which is likely to be more reliable. The two tables,
A6.4 and A6.5, enumerate the number of outgoing email per
subscriber from the node.

The number of email sent over a month for all subscribers,
suggests an average of 20 email per month, or about one each
business day - a fair estimate for present African usage levels.
Annually, this might amount to 240 email. As the number of in
coming email appears to be lower, we might estimate this at
about 200. The average length of email in Mozambique can be
estimated at about three and a half pages I

Next, the model asks for the percentage of these email that
are replacing telephone calls and faxes, excluding "new" email
traffic. "New" email consists of email that contain information
which otherwise would not have been sent by fax or phone. It is
assumed that much email traffic will be new, because of the very
low marginal cost of sending an email. However" empirical evi
dence suggests that there is also substitution occurring. In all of
the countries of the CABECA survey, respondents reported
that email had saved money on their communications bud
gets. The CABECA study in Uganda reveals that the method
of communication most commonly replaced by email is sur
face and air mail, followed by fax, telephone and telex. Tele
phone and fax service savings were the most significant
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source of reductions in communication budgets brought on by
email (also mentioned were savings on publications, courier and
postal fees and travel). It is fair to assume, then, that 35 percent
of email traffic is substituting for either phone or fax.

World wide, fax is estimated to account for 40 percent of
international phone traffic. This is because fax is considered a
more efficient means of communication, transferring informa
tion five times faster than voicer. Given that email is also a sub
stitute for fax, estimates from the CABECA study suggest that
about 25 percent of email traffic is substituting for faxes and 10
percent for voice calls. The remaining 65 percent substitutes for
other forms of communication (primarily post) or is new traffic.

The statistics also ask for the destination of outgoing email.
In a user survey conducted in Uganda during the CABECA study,
80 percent of respondents had not yet used email for local ex
change of information, but had done so to communicate with
partners abroad. Eighty-two percent of Ethiopian users said that
less than 10 percent of email traffic they sent stayed in-country,
although in the more Internet-dense country of Zambia the fig
ure was 26 percent. The CABECA study suggests that approxi
mately 56 percent of email from Uganda have destinations
outside the continent, 27 percent have destinations in Africa but
not within the country, and only 17 percent are for recipients
within Uganda. Given that the great majority of users in Africa
appear to reside in capital cities, this implies that the percent
age of email with a different region in the same country is very
low indeed.

All of the above lead to the assumption that, per subscriber,
email replaces about 68.9 minutes a year of outgoing interna
tional telephone calls (voice and fax), 4.1 minutes of regional
calls, 12.2 minutes of local calls and 57.4 minutes per year of
incoming international calls.

PIT charges to ISPs

We already know that licensing costs are a significant percent
age of revenues for ISPs in some countries. Another major charge
is the cost of leased line or VSAT connection to the Internet. The
yearly charge is the portion paid to the PTT (any portion paid to
foreign telephone companies or other providers should be listed
below at C63). In Mozambique, the PTT charges US$250 a month
for a 64 kbs leased line to a satellite connection provided by the
Leland initiative. Leland charges US$2,OOO a month for a con
nection from there to the U.s. Internet backbone (this would be
covered by "Internet Backbone connection" charges, C64, with
no separate foreign telco charge for 64 kb VSAT /LL, line C61).
The major Internet provider, the UEM, pays US$4,982 a month
to Transte!, a South African company, for a leased line to South
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Africa's Internet backbone plus a usage-based charge to UNINET
for access. They are willing to pay this premium for a more reli
able service. Their costs will fall, however, if they are able to
negotiate a direct connection to the U.S. provided by Lyman
Brothers for U5$3,000 a month for 128 kbs. This suggests the
advances that scale, technology and competition can make in
cutting costs and increasing reliability for the Internet.

On the spreadsheet, not all points to enter information are
necessarily relevant in all cases. In Mozambique, for example,
payments to thc PTT (e55) cover only the local leased line. For
the international connection portion, the Leland Initiative link
covers all costs. The charge by Leland includes Internet back
bone access, and so there is only one lump sum to count (thus
the zero charge for backbone access). Data for setup costs in
clude leased line setup (C61), so, again, this is not counted as a
separate charge. If the local telecommunications company is not
providing the leased line service, as in Ghana, the cost to it of
provision (e55) should be zero.

PTT details

Estimations of the cost of a main line in Africa vary greatly be
tween countries. The ITU has found that costs per line vary be
tween U5$1,000 and U5$8,000 per subscriber line, with an
average of around U5$4,250. This compares to a world average
cost of U5$1,500. It should be pointed out that this high cost
will largely be the result of two factors: inefficiencies in African
telecommunications companies and difficulties due to subscriber
density and geography. A recent World Bank study has estimated
a reasonable capital cost per line of rural telephones to be
U5$5,000 in Kenya, U5$6,000 in Zimbabwe and U5$8,000 in
Uganda. Fifty-nine percent, 51 percent and 71 percent of tele
phones are in the largest cities in these countries, however. There
fore, the average cost of a line should be much lower. Nonetheless,
in Mozambique, the average cost of a main line has been esti
mated at U5$4,500 (estimates for South Africa are closer to
U5$1,000). The recurrent costs of a telephone line are estimated
at about U5$600 for South Africa. The cost of installing a second
line is - at least on more modern lines - considerably below
that of installing the first. For Mozambique, it may be assumed
as one-sixth of the cost, or U5$500. According to a World bank
study in Tanzania, exchange equipment amounted to about 25
percent of the cost of a line, suggesting a cost in Mozambique of
about U5$1,125.

The cost of providing the satellite and/ or leased line has to
be calculated on a yearly basis. The cost of leased line provision
to the PTT is likely to be significantly below the rates which it
charges. Mozambique is charging U5$250 per month for local
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leased line provision, suggesting cost to the telecommunications
company of perhaps U5$200 per month. U5AID estimates sug
gest costs of U5$2,000 a month for international leased line pro
vision. For example, last mile costs will be little different from
those of telephone connections. A 1.2 meter ground station with
64 kbs capacity costs U5$1O,000. Renting space on a satellite and
a hub station costs about U5$1,750 per month. Mike Jensen esti
mates a monthly cost of operating a 64 kbs V5AT at about
U5$4,000 to U5$5,000 (of which about U5$2,000 would go to the
satellite company and hub station).

There are large economies of scale to international commu
nication. Intelsat charges U5$9,975 per month for a 2mps con
nection to an 11 meter dish, or about U5$320 for each 64 kbs.
This suggests that PITs should be able to provide one half of a
64 kbs satellite circuit at a cost to them of U5$30,000 a year, with
perhaps a further U5$2,500 per month to foreign providers - a
total of U5$60,000 a year.

ISP details

All of these details are designed to be for a small "bare bones"
operation. A small sized I5P is estimated to reqUire a U5$12,835
administrative computer with U5$1,000 of associated costs
(U5AID estimates total computer costs for a larger system at
U5$55,000). Other setup costs are estimated at U5$17,800. Con
nection charges to the Internet are mentioned above. Recurrent
salary and maintenance are estimated by U5AID to be U5$21,000,
and by Ruth to be U5$11,000 for a smaller operation.

Assumptions

The first assumption is about the number of subscribers to each
computer terminal. In the first part of the model, the assump
tion is that each user has his or her own computer. In the second
part of the model, it is assumed that subscribers share comput
ers. Evidence from the CABECA study suggests between four to
eight users per terminal (or around two to four subscribers). This
reduces user cost of access to the Internet. Another assumption
considers the amount of time it takes to access an email account
(as opposed to using the Web). A three-minute link up every
business day could theoretically transmit 91,000 pages of infor
mation each year. Thus, the model assumes that the length of
time spent accessing email is determined not by the amount of
data transferred, but by the number of times during the day the
email account is accessed, and the amount of time taken each
time to do so. The CABECA survey suggests that the average
African user accesses his or her account at least once a day. The
time taken will be brief; here we have assumed three minutes.
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As for the number of subscribers who are likely to obtain a
second line dedicated to web access (measured in terms of ter
minals), in the U.S., this figure is as high as 40 percent of Inter
net users. In Africa, with lower incomes and long waiting times
for installation, and between four to eight users per terminal,
this figure is likely to be far lower. We assume here that five
percent of subscribers manage to obtain a second line for Inter
net access.

It is assumed that an increased number of subscribers will
increase the number of telephone lines, computers, size of leased
line/VSATconnections and user support personnel required by
the ISP. UEM has five technicians working for an estimated 5,000
users. In Uganda, the charge to users for training is US$8 ini
tially with access to free courses every week. This suggests an
annual per subscriber cost of perhaps US$10 to cover expenses.
In the U.S., ISPs tend to have one phone line for 10 to 15 sub
scribers. Ne5 in Ghana has 100 dial-in lines for 2,500 subscrib
ers. Here we have assumed One phone line for every 20
subscribers. USAID estimates suggest that a new computer will
be needed for 1,000 subscribers. UEM is just nOW considering
upgrading to a 128kbs link, at a level of approximately 2,000
subscribers, suggesting that at the moment 64kbs in Africa can
provide the minimally acceptable level of access for around 3,000
users. As the comfortable capacity of a 64kbs line is only about
10 active Internet users at anyone time (and figures for
Mozambique already suggest that the average number of sub
scribers on line at anyone time must be about 15), providing
reasonably fast access even at this low level of usage will re
quire greater bandwidth - perhaps 64kbs per 1,000 users.

It is also assumed that new web subscribers put more pres
sure on the telephone network, demanding extra switches. This
is a matter of some debate in the u.s.: we have high and low
estimates (0.1 and 0) for the number of new switches required
per subscriber, and the figure is likely to be toward the low end
in Africa because of low levels of usage. Here we assume 0.01.

Finally, there are assumptions about the real cost of capital
for telecommunications companies, ISPs and users, and depre
ciation rates for telecommunications equipment, computers and
other items. In order to provide figures on savings and costs per
year which include capital expenditures and depreciation rates,
aJl capital expenditures and one-off payments On the debit side
and aJl one-off receipts on the credit side have been converted
into yearly costs USing the formulae for perpetuities and annu
ities. YRC (yearly return to capital) rates equal the cost of capi
tal for goods with long lives (E82 to E83) and the annuitized
cost of capital for goods with shorter lives (calculated E84 to
E86)). The model assumes that telecommunications companies
have access to cheaper capital than ISPs and Internet users. It
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also assumes differing replacement rates for telecommunica
tions, computer and other equipment. Based in part on USAID
data, we have estimated a four-year replacement period for com
puter equipment and 10 years for other items, with a real cost of
capital at 10 percent for telecommunications companies and 20
percent for ISPs (in nominal terms, Nes Ghana pays 25 to 45
percent per year).

Equations for the model

Subscriber savings and te/co revenues per page

The first section of the model estimates the costs to the subscriber
and revenue streams to the telephone company based on send
ing a number of pages of information by voice, fax, locally con
nected email and regionally connected email. Across the top of
the section are the number of pages sent locally (G7 to P), re
gionally (L7 to N7) and internationally (H26 to J26), down the
side the different methods of sending information, and the rev
enues received from the user by the PTT. In the case of interna
tional communication, there is a further section (F42 to J47) on
the amount of revenue received by the PTT from overseas users
contacting the horne user utilizing different forms of communi
cation (any telephone-based communication that is received from
abroad is subject to accounting-rate charges by the home PTT).

The local section includes the fixed costs of operating dif
ferent communications systems (ignoring the rental and instal
lation charges for a telephone line, assumed already there), along
with the extra costs associated with local calling charges. Under
the 0 Pages sentlyr column (G9 to G20), the fixed costs of the
various communications methods are calculated. For voice com
munication (G9), the additional fixed cost (above the rental and
installation charges of the 'phone) is zero. For the fax (G10), the
additional cost per year (over the price of a basic phone connec
tion) is the cost of a fax spread over its depreciation period. For
email (Gil and G12), the additional cost per year is the
annuitized or perpetuitized sum of connection fees and com
puter and modem costs and the yearly web connection charge.
Given that computers are useful for far more than the Internet,
this can be argued to over-estimate the equipment costs that
should be associated with user access to the Internet alone.

The additional cost per local page sent by phone (HID to
J10) is the fixed cost plus the number of pages sent multiplied
by the time taken to 'speak' one page in turn multiplied by the
unit cost of calling time. The additional cost per local page sent
by fax (Hll to Jll) is the number of pages sent multiplied by the
time taken to fax them in turn multiplied by the unit cost of
calling time. The additional cost per local page sent by local email



(H12 to J12) is fixed. It is the local phone call cost of the daily
connection time times the number of business days in a year
(260). The additional cost per local page sent by regional email
(i.e. the user has to make a regional call to access his email) is
calculated in the same way (H13 to J13), but substituting the
cost of a regional call for the cost of a local call in the daily con
nection time.

There is no additional cost to users for sending email to
regional or international recipients (Ll9 to N20 and H31 to J32).
For voice and fax, the extra cost is calculated as above. For voice
(Ll7 to N17 and H29 to J29), then, this is number of pages mul
tiplied by time taken to speak a page multiplied by the unit cost
of a regional or international call. For fax (Ll8 to N18 and H30
to J30), this is number of pages multiplied by time taken to speak
(fax) a page multiplied by the unit cost of a regional or interna
tional call.

The phone company receives no revenue from fixed costs
of communication (beyond the installation and rental of the
phone line, which is excluded from the calculation). Revenue
from local (G17 to J17) and regional (Ll7 to M17) voice calls is
based purely on the length of connection time and the charges
for calls made. This is the same with local (G18 to J18) and re
gional (Ll8 to MI8) faxes.

In the case of international calls, the picture is complicated
a little by accounting charges. The phone company has to pass
on half of the accounting rate value of the call to the teleo that
provides the other half of the circuit. For voice (H29 to J29)and
fax (H30 to J30), then, the calculation is the time taken to speak
(fax) the number of pages multiplied by the unit cost of the call
minus the time taken to speak (fax) the number of pages multi
plied by half of the accounting rate paid to the foreign telecom
munications company.

The telecommunications company also receives accounting
rate payments from foreign telecommunications companies
originating incoming voice and fax communication with the
home user. For voice (H45 to J45) and fax (H46 to J46), this
amounts to the time taken to speak (send) the number of pages
multiplied by one half of the accounting rate.

For email, the amount that the telecommunications com
pany receives from the user is fixed, as we saw above. For local
access email (H12 to J12), and regional access email (H13 to J13),
the receipts equal the by minute cost of the call multiplied by
the time taken each day to access email multiplied by the num
ber of business days in a year (260). This is the only incremental
cost of email, whatever the destination or source of communi
cation. Therefore, the extra costs associated with regional or in
ternational emailing is zero (Ll9 to N20, H38 to J39 and H37 to
J37).
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Full impact on telecommunications companies,
ISPs and subscribers

The second part of the model looks at the detailed effects on
telecommunications and ISP revenue and user costs and sav
ings of some fixed level of Internet usage. The ISP is assumed to
be a monopoly provider, to simplify the model. This is a clear
over-simplification. Already, much of Africa has multiple Inter
net service providers. The effect on the model of this simplifica
tion is to overestimate ISP profits and reduce telecommunications
company revenue from ISPs (because of multiple leased lines,
more phone lines and more licenses). This will also slightly over
estimate telecommunications company revenue from users, be
cause it is likely that, with more ISPs, a larger percentage of users
can make a local caU to connect to the Internet.

The section is divided in two. On the left (F49 to G93) is a
static illustration of revenue gains and losses for Telecommuni
cations companies and ISPs and summed costs and savings for
users, based on the number of Internet users entered at C24
("number of Internet users"). The second section is a model of
the potential impact of the Internet on ISPs, telecommunications
companies and users given different numbers of Internet users.

Telecommunications company revenue gained

Starting on the left, the first calculation is of telecommunica
tions revenue gained from the present number of Internet users.
Telecommunications companies will gain revenue from second
Internet user lines. This will be based on the number of new
lines (number of users multiplied the percentage who are esti
mated to take second lines) multiplied by the revenue (rental
and installation) that these lines provide (G51).

Telecommunications companies will also receive revenues
from expanded Internet traffic. The (smaller) part of this will
come from users accessing email. As above, this is assumed to
be a fixed length call every day. The first part of the equation
calculates the cost of calls for accessing email for local and then
regional users based on the number of users, the amount of time
taken to access email, the number of business days and the cost
of a local (regional) call of the duration inputted in E71 ("Email
is accessed every business day for Xminutes"). The second part
of the equation calculates the cost of calls involved in accessing
the web - average number of hours users access the Web (in
putted in C30), multiplied by the cost of a local (regional) hour
long call.

Telecommunications companies are also assumed to make
money from licensing ISPs. As the model assumes a monopoly
provider, this equals the input from C44 ("License"). Telecom-



munications companies will also receive revenue from the rental
costs of phone lines into ISPs. This is based on the assumption
of the number of subscribers that can be handled per line (E75)
multiplied by the revenue (rental and installation) that these lines
provide (G55).

It is assumed that the telecommunications company pro
vides the ISP's international connection. No matter how many
web subscribers, it is assumed that email alone will not require
the provision of an expanded leased line. The theoretical maxi
mum data that could be transmitted by a 64 kbps line over one
year is equivalent to 210 million minutes of voice communica
tions (total outgoing telephone traffic from Mozambique totaled
16.4m minutes in 1995). This suggests that email (without the
web) does not require large capacity (further evidence is that
the NSFNET backbone in the US was only 56kbps as recently as
five years ago). It is the increasing use of the web that will drive
the need for ever-larger international Internet access capacity.
As above, the equation (G55) is based on the assumption of the
number of subscribers that can be handled per 64kbs of VSAT
or leased line connection (E77) multiplied by the charge for that
line. The model assumes a flat fee for each 64kbs of connection
to the backbone by the telecommunications company and for
eign providers. This is an over-simplification - telecommuni
cations companies will charge less for a 128kbs connection than
they would for two 64 connections.

Telecommunications company revenue lost

In calculating telecommunications revenue lost, we have as
sumed that there is no substitution between WWW access and
phone or voice usage, the only substitution is via email. This is
an obvious oversimplification. Accessing websites provides an
alternative way of obtaining data, which might well substitute
for a voice or fax communication to find the information. How
ever, it is very difficult to estimate what percentage of web us
age time is substituting for voice or fax, and it is even more
difficult to calculate a "conversion rate" between Web down
loads and fax or voice. It is, for example, questionable that a
Website that uses frames and moving graphics imparts far more
valuable information than a site created without these features.
The difference in terms of data transfer can be immense, how
ever. The effect of ignoring Web substitution while fully account
ing for Web use will be to underestimate the revenue losses on
telecommunications companies of Internet access.

Looking first at substitution of outgoing international calls
(G60) this equation calculates the amount of international email
traffic that is substituting for international outgoing voice traf
fic. First, the number of "pages" of email sent internationally in
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place of a telephone cal1 is calculated. This is equal to the sum of
the proportion of email that replace phone cal1s multiplied by
the proportion of email going to an international destination in
turn multiplied by the average number of email sent per year,
their average length and the number of users. This number of
pages estimate is multiplied by the revenue generated by one
"page" of an international voice cal1 -the cost of a cal1 long
enough to "speak" a page minus the accounting rate payment.

The international faxes out (G61) calculation fol1ows the
same procedure as above, only substituting the percentage of
information sent by fax for the percentage of information sent
by telephone, and using the number of kb in a three minute fax
(144 kb) for the amount of information in a three minute voice
call. The international cal1s and faxes in (G62 to G63) calculates
accounting rate losses, assuming that international email com
munication into a country has the same percentage substitution
rate for fax and voice (which might be an over-simplification).
This calculation is a repeat of the ones above, except that it cal
culates the accounting rate charges lost by the home telecom
munications company based on the amount of incoming email.
The amount of incoming email is calculated by subtracting the
average number of email sent 10cal1y and regional1y from the
average number of email received (each email sent 10cal1y or
regional1y must be received 10cal1y or regional1y, so any residual
from this calculation must be email received from abroad).

The rest of the equations fol1ow the pattern set above, with
the replacement of international data with regional and local
data (C23 to G27 and G35 to G38) and the removal of the ac
counting rate adjustments.

InternationalISP

Next, international ISP costs and revenues are calculated (G77).
The first equation calculates equipment costs. This includes num
ber of computers and the size of the VSAT/ leased line connec
tion required to service the number of users (G76 to G77). The
cost of administrative computers, fixed other computer costs and
setup costs for the VSAT / LL connection (C59-C61) is multiplied
by the yearly return requirement for computer equipment while
other setup costs (assumed fixed) are multiplied by the return
requirement for other equipment.

Internet and telecom charges (G78) include the cost of the
yearly license fee, the backbone connection, the charge for the
number of phone lines the ISP needs, the home charge for the
VSAT or leased line connection required and the foreign coun
try charge for the VSAT or leased line connection required. Sal
ary and maintenance charges (G79) includes recurrent costs and
maintenance costs (C65) and a calculation of the cost for user
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support multiplied by the number of users (E74 and C24).

User costs, savings

User costs and savings are calculated for the total user base.
Equipment costs (G87) amount to the yearly return cost value of
the amount spent on modems and computers. Internet access
(G88) paid to ISPs is thus the annualized cost of initial connec
tion multiplied by the yearly fee. The charge for the "fixed costs"
of web access and accessing email (G89) include the installation
and rental of second lines and the calculation of regional and
local call charges for 260 days of email access, as above, multi
plied by the number of users. Web telephone charges (G90)
amount to the cost of a local I regional three minute call multi
plied by twenty (to give an approximate cost of an hour-long
call) multiplied by the number of hours on line, calculated for
local and then regional users. For the user, telephone savings
equal the revenue lost to the telecommunications company ex
cluding the calculations made for accounting charges (G60 to
G61 minus the accounting rate adjustment and G64 to G67).

The final part of the model calculates hypothetical cost and
revenue streams from expanded Internet access (J51 to N75).
These calculations are largely based on those above. We have
assumed that future users will utilize the Internet as much as
the first users on whom email substitution rates and Web access
rates are based. Given that we would expect the first Internet
users to be those with the most to gain in communications sav
ings and Web access, this is an oversimplification. Later users
will be those who make fewer international calls and have less
interest in accessing the Web. These estimates exaggerate ISP
equipment needs, telecom income losses from substitution and
new eqUipment needs, telecom gains from time spent on the Web
and user costs and benefits. Given the fixed costs of email.this
will mean that user benefits from substitution are overestimated.
As ISP revenues are (in this model) independent of usage, their
profits will be higher. The negative effect of email substitution
will be lower for telecommunications companies. The revenues
from web surfing will be somewhat lower as will the costs of
providing new equipment. Under usual circumstances, this sug
gests that the model will overestimate the negative effects of an
expanded Internet on telecommunications companies.

ISp, hypothetical cost, revenue

ISP costs, as above, have a fixed component (K53). This consists
of a license, phone installation and rental, basic computer equip
ment, other setup costs, fixed setup costs for the leased linel
VSAT, local telecommunications company charges for the VSAT I
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LL link, foreign charges for the VSAT / LL link and the cost of
connection to the Internet backbone. As more users are added,
costs go up (L53 to N53). New subscribers require more user
support, more telephones, more computers and a larger VSAT /
LL connection. ISP revenues (K54 to N54), as above, are a fixed
connection fee and a fixed yearly fee multiplied by the number
of users.

Telecommunications company income, revenue

The telecommunications company revenue calculation (K62 to
N62) is made as above «G51 to G55), taking account of new
phone lines installed at the ISP and by users, ISP licenses, VSAT /
LL charges and user telephone call charges. The cost to telecom
munications companies (K63 to N63) is based on a new formula
(above, we only calculated revenues). The calculation is based
on the cost of installing and operating the telecommunications
equipment involved in servicing ISPs and user. These costs in
turn are: the cost of running the VSAT or leased line, the initial
user line into the ISP, the cost of subsequent lines into the ISP
and out of the users who order a second line, the cost of ex
panding VSAT connections or leased line connections and the
cost of providing extra switch and transmit equipment to handle
the longer calls made to access the Internet. The total of present
actual phone company revenue lost from users switching to
email (K65 to N65) calculated is scaled up from the earlier rev
enue lost calculation (G60 to G67) by the number of hypotheti
cal users over present day users in the model, to give a
straight-line estimate of revenue lost to email substitution. This
is an over-simplification - as the number of email users in the
country increases, the percentage of email with a local destina
tion will increase. A straight-line estimate will thus over-esti
mate the scale of substitution losses to telecommunications
companies.

User costs, revenue

User costs (K73 to N73) are calculated as above (at G87 to G90).
User substitution (K75 to N75) is calculated as above (at G91).
This does not include all user benefits. Unaccounted for are the
benefits of email that is not substituting for fax or voice (i.e. the
majority of email traffic) and the benefit of web access. Obvi
ously, there is a large consumer surplus here.



Calculations

Assumptions

E82-83: To calculate the yearly return to capital required to pay
the cost of capital (for goods for which do not need to be re
placed) and depreciation (for goods that will have to be re
placed), the following equations were used: The formula for a
perpetuity is PV= C/ r, where PV is the present value, C the yearly
cash payment and r the real cost of capital. The yearly cash pay
ment required to cover a present value expenditure is C= PV*r.
For one off payments for goods which have a very long life (for
example, telephone connection for the recipient) or one-off re
ceipts (for example, the payment for initial telephone connec
tion for the telephone company), this formula was used to
calculate the effective yearly cash cost or income of the present
payment or receipt. Thus, the YRC (yearly return to capital) rate
is equal to r, the cost of capital.

E84 to E86: The formula for an annuity is PV= C[l / r -1 / r(l
+ r)"t], where PV is the present value, C the yearly cash pay
ment, r the real cost of capital and t the number of years over
which the annuity is paid. The yearly cash payment required to
cover a present value expenditure for a good that will need to
be replaced in t years is C= PVf[l/r -l/r(1 + r)"t]. For one-off
purchases of goods that have a short life (for instance, comput
ers), this formula was used to calculate the effective yearly cash
cost or income of the present purchase. Thus, the YRC (yearly
return to capital) rate is equal to [1/cost of capital - 1/(cost of
capital * «1 + cost of capital) " number of years depreciation»]

User savings and telecommunications company revenues per
page

Fixed cost to user per page

GlO: 0

Gll: (Cost of fax machine) • (yearly return requirement for user
computer equipment»

G12: «initial connection fee) * (user cost of capital)) + «cost of
computer plus modem) * (yearly return requirement for user
computer equipment» + (yearly web connection fee)

2 As calculated above, taking into account depreciation and the cost of
capital.
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Local cosl 10 user per page:

(H10 to PO): (fixed cost) + (number of pages sent) * (cost of a
three minute local call) / 2 '

H11 to J11: (fixed cost) + (number of pages sent) * (cost of a three
minute local call) / 10'

H12 to )12: (fixed cost) + (cost of a three minute local call) * (num
ber of minutes each business day that email is accessed / 3) *
260 5

H13 to J13: (fixed cost) + (cost of a three minute regional call) *
(number of minutes each business day that email is accessed /
3) * 260

Regional and international cost to user per page (voice/fax!

L17 to N17 and H29 to J29: (number of pages sent) • (cost of a
three minute regional/international call) / 2

L18 and to N18 and H30 to J30: (number of pages sent) * (cost of
a three minute regional/international call) / 10

Regional and international cost to user per page (Email)

Lt2 to N13 and H31 to J32: 0

Fixed revenue to PTT from Email

H12 to J12: (cost of a three minute local call) * (number of min
utes each business day that email is accessed / 3) * 260

H13 to P3: (cost of a three minute regional call) * (number of
minutes each business day that email is accessed / 3) * 260

Revenue to PTT per page local/regional (voice/fax)

G17 to J17 and L17 to M17: (number of pages sent) * (cost of a
three minute local/regional/ call) / 2

G18 to J18 and Lt8 to M18: (number of pages sent) * (cost of a

3 From above, a user can "speak" two pages in a three-minute call.
4 From above, a user can fax 10 pages in a three-minute call.
5 From above, it is assumed that there is no additional cost per number
of pages sent by email; it is the fixed daily time cost of accessing that accounts
for the number of minutes on line. This total is multiplied by 260 (the
approximate number of business days) to calculate a yearly total for access.



Annex Six:
the Internet Cost-Benefit Model

The first two pages of the model list the data required to esti
mate the effects of Internet penetration on users, I5Ps and tele
communications companies (CS-C65 and E71 to E83). Much of
the data required is self-explanatory, but a few points should be
made, and information on sources given.

Phone charges

The cost of a three-minute call has been used for the sake of
convenience. It is the rate published by the ITU. When used as a
basis for calculating the cost of a 30-minute or longer call (which
is the more likely length of a connection to the Internet), it is
obviously going to produce inaccuracies, usually overpricing the
cost of a call of that length. In Ghana, for example, the price of a
three-minute local call is 200 cedis, the price of a 30-minute lo
cal call is only 1,400 cedis.

The cost of a regional call will have to be an average, if there
are many different regional call rates. Table A6.1 provides ap
proximations from available data. The cost of an international
call would preferably be weighted based on international call
destinations. Here, we have taken estimates from available data.
We have chosen the V.K. or the V.5. accounting rates to act as
an estimate for the average accounting rate charged and received
by the African telecommunications company.

TableA6.1 Phone Chargea for Selected African Countries, US Dollars

Installation Yearly 3-min 3-min 3-min Accounting
(business) rental local call regional international rate/min

Mozambique 108.0 61.0 0.04 0.60 7.65 1.19
Ghana 52.3 12.0 0.10 0.30 7.50 1.00
Ethiopia 55.8 37.2 0.10 4.80 1.80
Cameroon 54.0 86.4 0.07 1.80
South Africa 74.8 130.8 0.06 0.64 4.58 1.00
Mali 91.9 40.8 0.15 20.00 0.91
Uganda 127.6 18.0 0.05 11.00 1.00
Zimbabwe 206.4 22.8 0.04 7.50 0.75
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Table A6.2 ISP (SLIPIPPP) Flat Rate Service Charges
for business In Africa (US dollars)

Country

ClIte d'Ivoire (Africa Online)
ClIte d'Ivoire (Africom)
Djibouti
Ghana
Mozambique
Namibia
Senegal (ENDA)
Senegal (Metissacana)
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda

Connection Yearly Fee

18 1,584
53 423

282 2,373
100 613
10 600
o 671

40 240
o 1,056
o 168

22 761
o 4,800
o 1,144

50 780

Internet Charges

Internet connectivity charges are as
sumed to be a flat fee for fuH service.
A connection charge plus a yearly
flat fee provides unlimited Internet
and email access for the customer.
The Internet charges data aHow for
only one price regime for a country
(obviously already false for much of
the continent). It would make the
model much more complicated if
this were aHowed to take multiple
values. Further, the hypothetical rev
enue streams are based on a mo
nopoly ISP provider.

Equipment

The figures for the price of a fax
machine, computer and modem are

estimated from data for Mozambique (fax machine US$400; com
puter US$1,300; modem US$175). The prices of these goods will
clearly vary according to the cost of importing them.

Usage statistics

Table 6A.3 Use of Email In Uganda and Ethiopia: User Survey

18.3
12.2
50.0
19.5

Ethiopia
Sent Received
(%) (%)

8.4
15.7
39.8
36.1

In South Africa, the number of users is estimated at 700,000, while
Zimbabwe is estimated to have 10,000 users. Information from
UEM in Mozambique provides an estimate of apprOXimately
2,000 dial-up links for UEM and a total of 750 dial-up links for
the other two ISPs. Because many dial-up links are accessed by
more than one user, the total user-base in the country is esti
mated at 5,000 to 6,000 (up from zero in 1995). Estimates for
Chana are around 5,000 users (up from 60 in 1995). Ethiopia has
approximately 1,600 users. In order to be consistent, however,

we will concentrate on the number
of subscribers rather than the num
ber of users.

Nearly aH users in Mozam
bique are based in Maputo, and so
have local access to an ISP. Esti
mates for Ghana also suggest about
90 percent local access rates. UEM
data point to an average access time
to the web in Mozambique of about
eight hours per month, or approxi
mately 100 hours per year. In

1.6
12.5
46.9
39.0

4.7
3.1

43.8
48.4

Uganda
Sent Received
(%) (%)

0-1 per month
1-4 per month
1-5 per week
>1 per day
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Ghana, figures from NCS suggest that an average of 10 out
of 1,200 subscribers are accessing the Internet at anyone
time, suggesting an average usage level of 73 hours a year.

Table A6.4
Frequency of Use of Email In Uganda:
Data from Node

Number of emails No. of subscribers
sent In two months

Table A6.5
Frequency of Use of Email In
Ethiopia: Data from Node

143
16
20
27

73
32
27
19
3
5
4

No. of subscribers

<30
30-61
61-122
>122

Number ot emails
sent in two months

0-10
11·20
21-30
31-40
41·50
51-60
60+

1 This estimate is, admittedly, back of the envelope. UEM estimated
that 60 percent of their outgoing traffic was emails. For the month of
February, this amounted to 2,037 rob of emails. UEM has an estimated
2,000 users, who send approximately one email per day, or a total of
40,000 emails per month. The average length of an email is then 50.93
kb, or about three and a half pages. Senegal's average email length is
estimated by ISPs there to be about 50 kb, although a Namibian ISP
estimated the average length at just five kb, or under half a page.

Average user

The average user statistics ask for the average number of
email sent and received. Looking at data from the CABECA
survey for Uganda and Ethiopia, it is possible to estimate
the average number of email sent by each user. The data
from user surveys suggest fairly high levels (and these fig
ures exclude the receipt of mass-mailings).

The data suggest that users send somewhat more email
than they receive, and (on average) send over one email a
day. There are problems of selection bias with this data,
however (it is likely to have excluded those with an ac
count which they do not use). CABECA also asked for node data
on email usage which is likely to be more reliable. The two tables,
A6.4 and A6.5, enumerate the number of outgoing email per
subscriber from the node.

The number of email sent over a month for all subscribers,
suggests an average of 20 email per month, or about one each
business day - a fair estimate for present African usage levels.
Annually, this might amount to 240 email. As the number of in
coming email appears to be lower, we might estimate this at
about 200. The average length of email in Mozambique can be
estimated at about three and a half pages.1

Next, the model asks for the percentage of these email that
are replacing telephone calls and faxes, excluding "new" email
traffic. "New" email consists of email that contain information
which otherwise would not have been sent by fax or phone. It is
assumed that much email traffic will be new, because of the very
low marginal cost of sending an email. However, empirical evi
dence suggests that there is also substitution occurring. In all of
the countries of the CABECA survey, respondents reported
that email had saved money on their communications bud
gets. The CABECA study in Uganda reveals that the method
of communication most commonly replaced by email is sur
face and air mail, followed by fax, telephone and telex. Tele
phone and fax service savings were the most significant
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source of reductions in communication budgets brought on by
email (also mentioned were savings on publications, courier and
postal fees and travel). It is fair to assume, then, that 35 percent
of email traffic is substituting for either phone or fax.

World wide, fax is estimated to account for 40 percent of
international phone traffic. This is because fax is considered a
more efficient means of communication, transferring informa
tion five times faster than voicer. Given that email is also a sub
stitute for fax, estimates from the CABECA study suggest that
about 25 percent of email traffic is substituting for faxes and 10
percent for voice calls. The remaining 65 percent substitutes for
other forms of communication (primarily post) or is new traffic.

The statistics also ask for the destination of outgoing email.
In a user survey conducted in Uganda during the CABECA study,
80 percent of respondents had not yet used email for local ex
change of information, but had done so to communicate with
partners abroad. Eighty-two percent of Ethiopian users said that
less than 10 percent of email traffic they sent stayed in-country,
although in the more Internet-dense country of Zambia the fig
ure was 26 percent. The CABECA study suggests that approxi
mately 56 percent of email from Uganda have destinations
outside the continent, 27 percent have destinations in Africa but
not within the country, and only 17 percent are for recipients
within Uganda. Given that the great majority of users in Africa
appear to reside in capital cities, this implies that the percent
age of email with a different region in the same country is very
low indeed.

All of the above lead to the assumption that, per subscriber,
email replaces about 68.9 minutes a year of outgoing interna
tional telephone calls (voice and fax), 4.1 minutes of regional
calls, 12.2 minutes of local calls and 57.4 minutes per year of
incoming international calls.

PTT charges to ISPs

We already know that licensing costs are a significant percent
age of revenues for I5Ps in some countries. Another major charge
is the cost of leased line or V5AT connection to the Internet. The
yearly charge is the portion paid to the PTT (any portion paid to
foreign telephone companies or other providers should be listed
below at C63). In Mozambique, the PTT charges U5$250 a month
for a 64 kbs leased line to a satellite connection provided by the
Leland initiative. Leland charges US$2,000 a month for a con
nection from there to the U.5. Internet backbone (this would be
covered by "Internet Backbone connection" charges, C64, with
no separate foreign telco charge for 64 kb V5AT ILL, line C61).
The major Internet provider, the UEM, pays U5$4,982 a month
to Transtel, a South African company, for a leased line to South



Africa's Internet backbone plus a usage-based charge to UNINET
for access. They are willing to pay this premium for a more reli
able service. Their costs will fall, however, if they are able to
negotiate a direct connection to the U.S. provided by Lyman
Brothers for U5$3,000 a month for 128 kbs. This suggests the
advances that scale, technology and competition can make in
cutting costs and increasing reliability for the Internet.

On the spreadsheet, not all points to enter information are
necessarily relevant in all cases. In Mozambique, for example,
payments to the PTT (C55) cover only the local leased line. For
the international connection portion, the Leland Initiative link
covers all costs. The charge by Leland includes Internet back
bone access, and so there is only one lump sum to count (thus
the zero charge for backbone access). Data for setup costs in
clude leased line setup (C61), so, again, this is not counted as a
separate charge. If the local telecommunications company is not
providing the leased line service, as in Ghana, the cost to it of
provision (C55) should be zero.

PTT details

Estimations of the cost of a main line in Africa vary greatly be
tween countries. The ITU has found that costs per line vary be
tween U5$1,000 and U5$8,000 per subscriber line, with an
average of around U5$4,250. This compares to a world average
cost of U5$1,500. It should be pointed out that this high cost
will largely be the result of two factors: inefficiencies in African
telecommunications companies and difficulties due to subscriber
density and geography. A recent World Bank study has estimated
a reasonable capital cost per line of rural telephones to be
U5$5,000 in Kenya, U5$6,000 in Zimbabwe and U5$8,000 in
Uganda. Fifty-nine percent, 51 percent and 71 percent of tele
phones are in the largest cities in these countries, however. There
fore, the average cost of a line should be much lower. Nonetheless,
in Mozambique, the average cost of a main line has been esti
mated at U5$4,500 (estimates for 50uth Africa are closer to
U5$1,000). The recurrent costs of a telephone line are estimated
at about U5$600 for 50uth Africa. The cost of installing a second
line is - at least on more modern lines - considerably below
that of installing the first. For Mozambique, it may be assumed
as one-sixth of the cost, or U5$500. According to a World bank
study in Tanzania, exchange eqUipment amounted to about 25
percent of the cost of a line, suggesting a cost in Mozambique of
about U5$1,125.

The cost of prOViding the satellite and/ or leased line has to
be calculated on a yearly basis. The cost of leased line provision
to the PTT is likely to be significantly below the rates which it
charges. Mozambique is charging U5$250 per month for local
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leased line provision, suggesting cost to the telecommunications
company of perhaps U5$200 per month. U5AID estimates sug
gest costs of U5$2,000 a month for international leased line pro
vision. For example, last mile costs will be little different from
those of telephone connections. A 1.2 meter ground station with
64 kbs capacity costs U5$10,000. Renting space on a satel1ite and
a hub station costs about U5$1,750 per month. Mike Jensen esti
mates a monthly cost of operating a 64 kbs V5AT at about
U5$4,000 to U5$5,000 (of which about US$2,000 would go to the
satel1ite company and hub station).

There are large economies of scale to international commu
nication. Intelsat charges US$9,975 per month for a 2mps con
nection to an 11 meter dish, or about US$320 for each 64 kbs.
This suggests that PTTs should be able to provide one half of a
64 kbs satel1ite circuit at a cost to them of US$30,000 a year, with
perhaps a further US$2,500 per month to foreign providers - a
total of US$60,000 a year.

ISP details

An of these details are designed to be for a sman "bare bones"
operation. A sman sized ISP is estimated to require a US$12,835
administrative computer with US$1,000 of associated costs
(USAID estimates total computer costs for a larger system at
US$55,000). Other setup costs are estimated at US$17,800. Con
nection charges to the Internet are mentioned above. Recurrent
salary and maintenance are estimated by USAID to be US$21,000,
and by Ruth to be US$l1,OOO for a smaller operation.

Assumptions

The first assumption is about the number of subscribers to each
computer terminal. In the first part of the model, the assump
tion is that each user has his or her own computer. In the second
part of the model, it is assumed that subscribers share comput
ers. Evidence from the CABECA study suggests between four to
eight users per terminal (or around two to four subscribers). This
reduces user cost of access to the Internet. Another assumption
considers the amount of time it takes to access an email account
(as opposed to using the Web). A three-minute link up every
business day could theoretically transmit 91,000 pages of infor
mation each year. Thus, the model assumes that the length of
time spent accessing email is determined not by the amount of
data transferred, but by the number of times during the day the
email account is accessed, and the amount of time taken each
time to do so. The CABECA survey suggests that the average
African user accesses his or her account at least once a day. The
time taken will be brief; here we have assumed three minutes.



As for the number of subscribers who are likely to obtain a
second line dedicated to web access (measured in terms of ter
minals), in the U.S., this figure is as high as 40 percent ofInter
net users. In Africa, with lower incomes and long waiting times
for installation, and between four to eight users per terminal,
this figure is likely to be far lower. We assume here that five
percent of subscribers manage to obtain a second line for Inter
net access.

It is assumed that an increased number of subscribers will
increase the number of telephone lines, computers, size of leased
line / VSAT connections and user support personnel required by
the ISP. UEM has five technicians working for an estimated 5,000
users. In Uganda, the charge to users for training is US$8 ini
tially with access to free courses every week. This suggests an
annual per subscriber cost of perhaps US$10 to cover expenses.
In the U.S., ISPs tend to have one phone line for 10 to 15 sub
scribers. NCS in Ghana has 100 dial-in lines for 2,500 subscrib
ers. Here we have assumed one phone line for every 20
subscribers. USAID estimates suggest that a new computer will
be needed for 1,000 subscribers. UEM is just now considering
upgrading to a 128kbs link, at a level of approximately 2,000
subscribers, suggesting that at the moment 64kbs in Africa can
provide the minimally acceptable level of access for around 3,000
users. As the comfortable capacity of a 64kbs line is only about
10 active Internet users at anyone time (and figures for
Mozambique already suggest that the average number of sub
scribers on line at anyone time must be about 15), providing
reasonably fast access even at this low level of usage will re
quire greater bandwidth - perhaps 64kbs per 1,000 users.

It is also assumed that new web subscribers put more pres
sure on the telephone network, demanding extra switches. This
is a matter of some debate in the U.S.: we have high and low
estimates (0.1 and 0) for the number of new switches required
per subscriber, and the figure is likely to be toward the low end
in Africa because of low levels of usage, Here we assume 0.01.

Finally, there are assumptions about the real cost of capital
for telecommunications companies, ISPs and users, and depre
ciation rates for telecommunications equipment, computers and
other items. In order to provide figures on savings and costs per
year which include capital expenditures and depreciation rates,
all capital expenditures and one-off payments on the debit side
and all one-off receipts on the credit side have been converted
into yearly costs using the formulae for perpetuities and annu'
ities. YRC (yearly return to capital) rates equal the cost of capi
tal for goods with long lives (E82 to E83) and the annuitized
cost of capital for goods with shorter lives (calculated E84 to
E86)). The model assumes that telecommunications companies
have access to cheaper capital than ISPs and Internet users. It
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also assumes differing replacement rates for telecommunica
tions, computer and other equipment. Based in part on USAID
data, we have estimated a four-year replacement period for com
puter equipment and 10 years for other items, with a real cost of
capital at 10 percent for telecommunications companies and 20
percent for ISPs (in nominal terms, NCS Ghana pays 25 to 45
percent per year).

Equations for the model

Subscriber savings and telco revenues per page

The first section of the model estimates the costs to the subscriber
and revenue streams to the telephone company based on send
ing a number of pages of information by voice, fax, locally con
nected email and regionally connected email. Across the top of
the section are the number of pages sent locally (G7 to J7), re
gionally (L7 to N7) and internationally (H26 to J26), down the
side the different methods of sending information, and the rev
enues received from the user by the PTT. In the case of interna
tional communication, there is a further section (F42 to J47) on
the amount of revenue received by the PTT from overseas users
contacting the home user utilizing different forms of communi
cation (any telephone-based communication that is received from
abroad is subject to accounting-rate charges by the home PTT).

The local section includes the fixed costs of operating dif
ferent communications systems (ignoring the rental and instal
lation charges for a telephone line, assumed already there), along
with the extra costs associated with local calling charges. Under
the 0 Pages sentlyr column (G9 to G20), the fixed costs of the
various communications methods are calculated. For voice com
munication (G9) , the additional fixed cost (above the rental and
installation charges of the 'phone) is zero. For the fax (G1O), the
additional cost per year (over the price of a basic phone connec
tion) is the cost of a fax spread over its depreciation period. For
email (Gll and GI2), the additional cost per year is the
annuitized or perpetuitized sum of connection fees and com
puter and modem costs and the yearly web connection charge.
Given that computers are useful for far more than the Internet,
this can be argued to over-estimate the equipment costs that
should be associated with user access to the Internet alone.

The additional cost per local page sent by phone (HID to
JIO) is the fixed cost plus the number of pages sent multiplied
by the time taken to 'speak' one page in turn multiplied by the
unit cost of calling time. The additional cost per local page sent
by fax (H11 to J11) is the number of pages sent multiplied by the
time taken to fax them in turn multiplied by the unit cost of
calling time. The additional cost per local page sent by local email
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(H12 to 112) is fixed. It is the local phone call cost of the daily
connection time times the number of business days in a year
(260). The additional cost per local page sent by regional email
(i.e. the user has to make a regional call to access his email) is
calculated in the same way (H13 to 113), but substituting the
cost of a regional call for the cost of a local call in the daily con
nection time.

There is no additional cost to users for sending email to
regional or international recipients (Ll9 to N20 and H31 to J32).
For voice and fax, the extra cost is calculated as above. For voice
(Ll7 to Nl7 and H29 to J29), then, this is number of pages mul
tiplied by time taken to speak a page multiplied by the unit cost
of a regional or international call. For fax (LlB to NIB and H30
to J30), this is number of pages multiplied by time taken to speak
(fax) a page multiplied by the unit cost of a regional or interna
tional call.

The phone company receives no reVenUe from fixed costs
of communication (beyond the installation and rental of the
phone line, which is excluded from the calculation). Revenue
from local (G17 to J17) and regional (Ll7 to M17) voice calls is
based purely on the length of connection time and the charges
for calls made. This is the same with local (GIB to JIB) and re
gional (LlB to MIB) faxes.

In the case of international calls, the picture is complicated
a little by accounting charges. The phone company has to pass
on half of the accounting rate value of the call to the telco that
provides the other half of the circuit. For voice (H29 to J29)and
fax (H30 to J30), then, the calculation is the time taken to speak
(fax) the number of pages multiplied by the unit cost of the call
minus the time taken to speak (fax) the number of pages multi
plied by half of the accounting rate paid to the foreign telecom
munications company.

The telecommunications company also receives accounting
rate payments from foreign telecommunications companies
originating incoming voice and fax communication with the
home user. For voice (H45 to J45) and fax (H46 to J46). this
amounts to the time taken to speak (send) the number of pages
multiplied by one half of the accounting rate.

For email. the amount that the telecommunications com
pany receives from the user is fixed, as we saw above. For local
access email (H12 to 112), and regional access email (H13 to J13),
the receipts equal the by minute cost of the call multiplied by
the time taken each day to access email multiplied by the num
ber of business days in a year (260). This is the only incremental
cost of email, whatever the destination or source of communi
cation. Therefore, the extra costs associated with regional or in
ternational emailing is zero (Ll9 to N20, H3B to J39 and H37 to
J37).
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Full impact on telecommunications companies,
ISPs and subscribers

The second part of the model looks at the detailed effects on
telecommunications and ISP revenue and user costs and sav
ings of some fixed level of Internet usage. The ISP is assumed to
be a monopoly provider, to simplify the model. This is a clear
over-simplification. Already, much of Africa has multiple Inter
net service providers. The effect on the model of this simplifica
tion is to overestimate ISP profits and reduce telecommunications
company revenue from ISPs (because of multiple leased lines,
more phone lines and more licenses). This will also slightly over
estimate telecommunications company revenue from users, be
cause it is likely that, with more ISPs, a larger percentage of users
can make a local call to connect to the Internet.

The section is divided in two. On the left (F49 to G93) is a
static illustration of revenue gains and losses for Telecommuni
cations companies and ISPs and summed costs and savings for
users, based on the number of Internet users entered at C24
("number of Internet users"). The second section is a model of
the potential impact of the Internet on ISPs, telecommunications
companies and users given different numbers of Internet users.

Telecommunications company revenue gained

Starting on the left, the first calculation is of telecommunica
tions revenue gained from the present number of Internet users.
Telecommunications companies will gain revenue from second
Internet user lines. This will be based on the number of new
lines (number of users multiplied the percentage who are esti
mated to take second lines) multiplied by the revenue (rental
and installation) that these lines provide (GSl).

Telecommunications companies will also receive revenues
from expanded Internet traffic. The (smaller) part of this will
come from users accessing email. As above, this is assumed to
be a fixed length call every day. The first part of the equation
calculates the cost of calls for accessing email for local and then
regional users based on the number of users, the amount of time
taken to access email, the number of business days and the cost
of a local (regional) call of the duration inputted in E71 ("Email
is accessed every business day for Xminutes"). The second part
of the equation calculates the cost of calls involved in accessing
the web - average number of hours users access the Web (in
putted in C30), multiplied by the cost of a local (regional) hour
long call.

Telecommunications companies are also assumed to make
money from licensing ISPs. As the model assumes a monopoly
provider, this equals the input from C44 ("License"). Telecom-



munications companies will also receive revenue from the rental
costs of phone lines into ISPs. This is based on the assumption
of the number of subscribers that can be handled per line (E75)
multiplied by the revenue (rental and installation) that these lines
provide (G55).

It is assumed that the telecommunications company pro
vides the ISP's international connection. No matter hDw many
web subscribers, it is assumed that email alone will nDt require
the provision of an expanded leased line. The theoretical maxi
mum data that could be transmitted by a 64 kbps line over one
year is equivalent to 210 million minutes of voice communica
tions (total outgoing telephone traffic from Mozambique totaled
16.4m minutes in 1995). This suggests that email (withDut the
web) does not require large capacity (further evidence is that
the NSFNET backbone in the US was only 56kbps as recently as
five years agD). It is the increasing use of the web that will drive
the need for ever-larger international Internet access capacity.
As above, the equation (G55) is based on the assumption of the
number of subscribers that can be handled per 64kbs of VSAT
or leased line connection (E77) multiplied by the charge fDr that
line. The model assumes a flat fee for each 64kbs of connection
tD the backbone by the telecommunications company and for
eign providers. This is an over-simplification - telecDmmuni
cations companies will charge less for a 128kbs connectiDn than
they would for twD 64 connections.

Telecommunications company revenue lost

In calculating telecommunications revenue lost, we have as
sumed that there is no substitution between WWW access and
phone Dr voice usage, the Dnly substitutiDn is via email. This is
an DbviDus oversimplification. Accessing websites provides an
alternative way of obtaining data, which might well substitute
for a vDice Dr fax communication to find the information. HDw
ever, it is very difficult to estimate what percentage of web us
age time is substituting for voice or fax,.. and it is even more
difficult tD calculate a "conversion rate" between Web down
loads and fax Dr voice. It is, for example, questionable that a
Website that uses frames and moving graphics imparts far more
valuable information than a site created without these features.
The difference in terms of data transfer can be immense, how
ever. The effect of ignoring Web substitution while fully account
ing for Web use will be to underestimate the revenue losses on
telecommunicatiDns companies Df Internet access.

Looking first at substitution of outgoing international calls
(G60) this equation calculates the amount of international email
traffic that is substituting for international outgoing voice traf
fic. First, the number of "pages" of email sent internatiDnally in
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place of a telephone call is calculated. This is equal to the sum of
the proportion of email that replace phone calls multiplied by
the proportion of email going to an international destination in
turn multiplied by the average number of email sent per year,
their average length and the number of users. This number of
pages estimate is multiplied by the revenue generated by one
"page" of an international voice call -the cost of a call long
enough to "speak" a page minus the accounting rate payment.

The international faxes out (G61) calculation follows the
same procedure as above, only substituting the percentage of
information sent by fax for the percentage of information sent
by telephone, and using the number of kb in a three minute fax
(144 kb) for the amount of information in a three minute voice
call. The international calls and faxes in (G62 to G63) calculates
accounting rate losses, assuming that international email com
munication into a country has the same percentage substitution
rate for fax and voice (which might be an over-simplification).
This calculation is a repeat of the ones above, except that it cal
culates the accounting rate charges lost by the home telecom
munications company based on the amount of incoming email.
The amount of incoming email is calculated by subtracting the
average number of email sent locally and regionally from the
average number of email received (each email sent locally or
regionally must be received locally or regionally, so any residual
from this calculation must be email received from abroad).

The rest of the equations follow the pattern set above, with
the replacement of international data with regional and local
data (C23 to G27 and G35 to G38) and the removal of the ac
counting rate adjustments.

International ISP

Next, international ISP costs and revenues are calculated (G77).
The first equation calculates equipment costs. This includes num
ber of computers and the size of the VSAT I leased line connec
tion required to service the number of users (G76 to G77). The
cost of administrative computers, fixed other computer costs and
setup costs for the VSATILL connection (C59-C61) is multiplied
by the yearly return requirement for computer equipment while
other setup costs (assumed fixed) are multiplied by the return
requirement for other equipment.

Internet and telecom charges (G78) include the cost of the
yearly license fee, the backbone connection, the charge for the
number of phone lines the ISP needs, the home charge for the
VSAT or leased line connection required and the foreign coun
try charge for the VSAT or leased line connection required. Sal
ary and maintenance charges (G79) includes recurrent costs and
maintenance costs (C65) and a calculation of the cost for user



support multiplied by the number of users (E74 and C24).

User costs, savings

User costs and savings are calculated for the total user base.
Equipment costs (G87) amount to the yearly return cost value of
the amount spent on modems and computers. Internet access
(GB8) paid to ISPs is thus the annualized cost of initial connec
tion multiplied by the yearly fee. The charge for the "fixed costs"
of web access and accessing email (G89) include the installation
and rental of second lines and the calculation of regional and
local call charges for 260 days of email access, as above, multi
plied by the number of users. Web telephone charges (G90)
amount to the cost of a local/ regional three minute call multi
plied by twenty (to give an approximate cost of an hour-long
call) multiplied by the number of hours on line, calculated for
local and then regional users. For the user, telephone saVings
equal the revenue lost to the telecommunications company ex
cluding the calculations made for accounting charges (G60 to
G61 minus the accounting rate adjustment and G64 to G67).

The final part of the model calculates hypothetical cost and
revenue streams from expanded Internet access (]51 to N75).
These calculations are largely based on those above. We have
assumed that future users will utilize the Internet as much as
the first users on whom email substitution rates and Web access
rates are based. Given that we would expect the first Internet
users to be those with the most to gain in communications sav
ings and Web access, this is an oversimplification. Later users
wiIl be those who make fewer international calls and have less
interest in accessing the Web. These estimates exaggerate ISP
equipment needs, telecom income losses from substitution and
new equipment needs, telecom gains from lime spent on the Web
and user costs and benefits. Given the fixed costs of email, this
will mean that user benefits from substitution are overestimated.
As ISP revenues are (in this model) independent of usage, their
profits will be higher. The negative effect of email substitution
will be lower for telecommunications companies. The revenues
from web surfing will be somewhat lower as will the costs of
providing new equipment. Under usual circumstances, this sug
gests that the model will overestimate the negative effects of an
expanded Internet on telecommunications companies.

ISF, hypothetical cost, revenue

ISP costs, as above, have a fixed component (K53). Tilis consists
of a license, phone installation and rental, basic computer equip
ment, other setup costs, fixed setup costs for the leased line /
VSAT, local telecommunications company charges for the VSAT /
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LL link, foreign charges for the VSATILL link and the cost of
connection to the Internet backbone. As more users are added,
costs go up (L53 to N53). New subscribers require more user
support, more telephones, more computers and a larger VSAT I
LL connection. ISP revenues (K54 to N54), as above, are a fixed
connection fee and a fixed yearly fee multiplied by the number
of users.

Telecommunications company income, revenue

The telecommunications company revenue calculation (K62 to
N62) is made as above «C51 to C55), taking account of new
phone lines installed at the ISP and by users, ISP licenses, VSAT I
LL charges and USer telephone call charges. The cost to telecom
munications companies (K63 to N63) is based on a new formula
(above, we only calculated revenues). The calculation is based
on the cost of installing and operating the telecommunications
equipment involved in servicing ISPs and user. These costs in
turn are: the cost of running the VSAT or leased line, the initial
user line into the ISP, the cost of subsequent lines into the [SP
and out of the users who order a second line, the cost of ex
panding VSAT connections or leased line connections and the
cost of providing extra switch and transmit equipment to handle
the longer calls made to access the Internet. The total of present
actual phone company revenue lost from users SWitching to
email (K65 to N65) calculated is scaled up from the earlier rev
enue lost calculation (C60 to C67) by the number of hypotheti
cal users over present day users in the model, to give a
straight-line estimate of revenue lost to email substitution. This
is an over-simplification - as the number of email users in the
country increases, the percentage of email with a local destina
tion will increase. A straight-line estimate will thus over-esti
mate the scale of substitution losses to telecommunications
companies.

User costs, revenue

User costs (K73 to N73) are calculated as above (at G87 to G90).
User substitution (K75 to N75) is calculated as above (at C91).
This does not include all user benefits. Unaccounted for are the
benefits of email that is not substituting for fax or voice (i.e. the
majority of email traffic) and the benefit of web access. Obvi
ously, there is a large consumer surplus here.



Calculations

Assumptions

E82-83: To calculate the yearly return to capital required to pay
the cost of capital (for goods for which do not need to be re
placed) and depreciation (for goods that will have to be re
placed), the following equations were used: The formula for a
perpetuity is PV= C/r, where PVis the present value, C the yearly
cash payment and r the real cost of capital. The yearly cash pay
ment reqUired to cover a present value expenditure is C= PV*r.
For one off payments for goods which have a very long life (for
example, telephone connection for the recipient) or one-off re
ceipts (for example, the payment for initial telephone connec
tion for the telephone company), this formula was used to
calculate the effective yearly cash cost or income of the present
payment or receipt. Thus, the YRC (yearly return to capital) rate
is equal to r, the cost of capital.

E84 to E86: The formula for an annuity is PV= C[l/r -l/r{1
+ r)"t], where PV is the present value. C the yearly cash pay
ment, r the real cost of capital and t the number of years over
which the annUity is paid. The yearly cash payment required to
cover a present value expenditure for a good that will need to
be replaced in tyears is C= PV f[lfr - l/r(l + rVtl. For one-off
purchases of goods that have a short life (for instance, comput
ers). this formula was used to calculate the effective yearly cash
cost or income of the present purchase. Thus. the YRC (yearly
return to capital) rate is equal to [1/ cost of capital. 1/(cost of
capital * «1 + cost of capital) A number of years depreciation))]

User savings and telecommunications company revenues per
page

Fixed cost to user per page

GI0:0

Gll: (Cost of fax machine)' (yearly return reqUirement for user
computer equipment)'

G12: «initial connection fee) * (user cost of capita!)) + «cost of
computer plus modem) * (yearly return reqUirement for user
computer equipment)) + (yearly web connection fee)

2 As calculated above, taking into account depreciation and the cost of
capital.
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Local cost to user per page:

(HID to J10): (fixed cost) + (number of pages sent) * (cost of a
three minute local call) / 2 3

H11 to J11: (fixed cost) + (number of pages sent)' (cost of a three
minute local call) / 10'

H12 to 112: (fixed cost) + (cost of a three minute local call) * (num
ber of minutes each business day that email is accessed / 3) *
260 5

H13 to J13: (fixed cost) + (cost of a three minute regional call) •
(number of minutes each business day that email is accessed /
3)' 260

Regional and international cost to user per page (voice/fax>

L17 to N17 and H29 to J29: (number of pages sent) • (cost of a
three minute regional/international call) / 2

L18 and to N18 and H30 to J30: (number of pages sent) • (cost of
a three minute regional/international call) / 10

Regional and international cost to user per page (Email)

L12 to N13 and H31 to }32: 0

Fixed revenue to PTf from Email

H12 to J12: (cost of a three minute local call) * (number of min
utes each business day that email is accessed / 3) * 260

H13 to }13: (cost of a three minute regional call) * (number of
minutes each business day that email is accessed / 3) * 260

Revenue to PTT per page local/regional (voice/fax)

G17 to 117 and L17 to M17: (number of pages sent) * (cost of a
three minute local/regional/ call) / 2

G18 to J18 and L18 to MIS: (number of pages sent) * (cost of a

3 From above, a user can "speak" two pages in a three-minute calL
4 From above, a user can fax 10 pages in a three-minute call.
S From above, it is assumed that there is no additional cost per number
of pages sent by email; it is the fixed daily time cost of accessing that accounts
for the number of minutes on line. This total is multiplied by 260 (the
approximate number of business days) to calculate a yearly total for access.
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three minute local/regional call) / 10

Revenue to PTT per page from home user, international (voice/fox)

H29 to }29: (number of pages sent * cost of a three minute re
gional / international call) / 2
- (one minute accounting rate *3 *number of pages sent) / 4)'

H30 to }30: «number of pages sent) * (cost of a three minute
regional/international call) / 2) - (one minute accounting rate *
3 *number of pages sent) /20) 7

Revenue to PIT per page from overseas sender

H45 to }45: (one minute accounting rate * 3 * number of pages
sent) / 4

H46 to 146: (one minute accounting rate * 3 * number of pages
sent) I 20

Revenue to PTT from regional and international Email

L19 to N20, H38 to }39 and H37to J37: 0

Telecommunications company revenue gained

G51: (ROUNDUP(average no. of second lines per user» *(num
ber of web users) *«yearly rental) +(installation'real cost of capi
tal for telco»

G52: «proportion of users with local access'number of web
users*cost of 3 minute local call*length of email access each
day(in minutes)/3*260)+«1-proportion of users with local
access)'number of web users*cost of 3 minute regional
call*length of email access each day /3*260)+( proportion of us
ers with local access *average user hours of web access*number
of users'20*cost of three minute local call+(l- proportion of us
ers with local access)*average user hours of web access'number
of users*20'cost of three minute regional call»8

6 The accounting rate calculation is divided by {vur rather than by two,
because the telco only passes on half of the accounting rate to its interna
tional partner.
7 The accounting rate calculation is divided by 20 rather than by to,
because the telco only passes on half of the accounting rate to its international
partner.
8 The cost of a three-minute call is multiplied by 30 in this calculation to
give a cost per hour of the telephone call.
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G53: (ISP licence)

G54: «(ROUNDUP«Number 01 users/ISP subscribers per
line))))*(phone installation'telco cost 01 capital+phone yearly
rental»'

G55: «ROUNDUP«Number of users / ISP subscribers per 64 kbs
of VSAT /LL connection»))'(charge for 64 kbs of VSAT / LL con
nection)

Telco revenue lost

G60: (((cost of three minute international calI-1.5'accounting
rate)·0.5)·(%email replacing phone/l00).(%email with interna·
tional destination/IOO)'average no. email sent/yr'average
length of email*no. of users)

G61: «(cost of three minute international call -1.5* accounting
rate}*O.I)·( % email replacing fax/l00)'( %email with interna
tional destination /100)' average no. email sent/yr'average
length of email·no. 01 users)

G62: «(1.5* accounting rate)·O.5)·( %email replacing phone /
100)'( average no. of email received / year.« average no. email
sent/yr '(% email local destination +%email regional destina·
tion)/ 100»)' average length of emaWno. of users)

G63: «(IS accounting rate)'O.1)·( %email replacing fax /100)'(
average no. of email received/year -« average no. email senti
yr .( % email local destination+ %email regional destination) /
100)))' average length of email*no. of users)

G64: «(regional call cost)·0.5)·( %email replacing phone /100)'(
%email regional destination /100)' average no. email sent /
yr'average length of email*no. of users)

G65: «(regional call cost)·O.I)·( % email replacing fax /100)'(
%email regional destination /100)' average no. email senti
yr'average length of emaWno. of users)

G66: «(local call cost)'O.5)·( %email replacing phone /100)*( %
email local destination /100)* average no. email sent/yr'average
length of email*no. of users)

9 The "Round Up" command rounds up the result in brackets follow
ing tathe nearest whole number (since it is not possible to have half a tele·
phone).
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G67: «((local call cost)*O.I)*( % email replacing fax 1100)*( %
email local destination 1100)* average no. email sent I yr*average
length of email*no. of users)

InternationalISP

G77: «(ROUNDUP«Number of users IISP subscribers per
computer)))*ISP administrative computer 'costs+ISP other basic
computer costs) * yearly return requirement for user computer
equipment+ISP other setup costs *yearly return requirement for
user other equipment+(ISP setup for VSATILL)" yearly return
requirement for user computer equipment)"

G78: (ISP licence+ISP backbone
connection+«(ROUNDUP«Number of users IISP subscribers per
line»)))"(phone installation" user cost of capital+phone yearly
rental» + «ROUNDUP«Number of users IISP subscribers per
64 kbs of VSAT ILL connection)))) *(charge for 64 kbs of VSAT I
LL connection + Foreign charges for 64 kbs ofVSATILL connec
tion»

G79: (ISP recurrent salary and maintenance+(ISP support per
subscriber*Number of users»

User costs, savings

G87: «cost of computer+cost of modem)* yearly return require
ment for user computer equipment"(Number of users I number
of users for each station»

G88: (Number of users*(web connection*user cost of capital+web
yearly fee»

G89: (G51 -user new lines)

G90: (G52 - user extra traffic)

ISP hypothetical costs, revenue

K53: «ISP licence+phone installation*user cost of capital+phone
yearly rental)+«ISP administrative computer costs+ISP other
basic computer costs)' yearly return requirement for user com
puter equipment+ISP other setup costs" yearly return require-

10 As above, the Round Up command rounds up the number of
computers and VSAT /leased line connections required to service the
number of users assumed to a whole number.

",
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ment for user other equipment+(ISP setup for VSAT /LL'yearly
return requirement for user computer equipment)+charge for
64 kbs of VSAT /LL connection+Foreign charges for 64 kbs of
VSAT /LL connection+ISP recurrent salary and
maintenance)+ISP backbone connection)

L53 to N53: (ISP support per subscriber'no.
users+«ROUNDUP«no. users/ISP subscribers per line»
l»'(phone installation'user cost of capital+phone yearly
rental)+«ROUNDUP«no. users/ISP subscribers per computer»
l»'(ISP administrative computer costs' yearly return require
ment for user computer equipment)+«ROUNDUP«no. users/
ISP subscribers per 64 kbs of VSAT/LL connection»-l»'(For
eign charges for VSAT /LL+charge for VSAT/LL»
K54 to N54: (no. users'(web connection'user cost of capital+web
yearly fee»

Telecommunications company, income, revenue

K62 to N62: «phone installation'telco cost of capital)+(charge
for VSAT /LL+ISP Iicence+phone yearly rental» +
«ROUNDUP«no. users/ISP subscribers per line)))-l)'(phone
installation'telco cost of capital+phone yearly
rental)+«ROUNDUP«no. users/ISP subscribers per VSAT /
LL)))-l)'(charge for VSAT /LL)+«ROUNDUP«no. users'Average
second line per user»)-l)'(phone installation'telco cost of
capital+phone yearly rental)+(Users with local access'no. us
ers'(3 min local call'number of minutes each business day that
email is accessed /3'260+user web access yr'3 min local
caIl*20»+«1-Users with local access)'no. users'(3 min regional
call'number of minutes each business day that email is accessed
/3'260+user web access yr'3 min regional call'20)))

K63 to N63: (Telco cost of VSAT /LL)+«Telco cost of main line,
initial' yearly return requirement for telco equipment+Telco cost
of main line, recurring» +(Telco cost of second main line, ini
tial' yearly return requirement for telco equipment+Telco cost
of second main line, recurring)'«ROUNDUP«no. users / ISP sub
scribers per line))-l)+(ROUNDUP«no. users'Average second
line per user))-l))+(ROUNDUP«no. users/ISP subscribers per
64 kbs of VSAT /LL))-l)'Telco cost of 64 kbs of VSAT /
LL+«ROUNDUP«no. users'no. of switches for each user»
l)'(Telco cost of switch and transmit, initial' yearly return re
quirement for telco equipment+Telco cost of switch and transmit,
recurring)))

K65 to N65: «telco revenue lost in fixed model'no. users in hy
pothetical model)/Number of users in fixed model)
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Users, costs, benefits

K73 to N73: (hypothetical no. users*«(cost of computer+cost of
modem) / number of users per terminal»* yearly return require
ment for user computer equipment+web connection'user cost
of capital+web yearly fee+telco revenue from user extra traffic
in fixed model/Number of users in fixed model+user new lines
in fixed model/Number of users in fxed mode!)

K75 to K95: «savings in fixed model"no. users in hypothetical
mode!)/Number of users in fixed mode!)
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